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(By Associated Press.)
Ceremonies attendant upon the assembling of the new British parliament will be somewhat clouded by the
fact that the court is In mourning for
King Christian of Denmark, whose
burial Is to take place February 18th.
Tomorrow the house of commons
will assemble for the election of a
speaker, and the remainder of the
week will be given up to administering
the oath of office and other preliminaries. King Edward will formally
open the parliament
on Tuesday of
next week.
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All
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Clement Armand Fallieres, eighth
president of the third republic, will
New Tork, Feb. 11. More than a take over the reins of government,
quarter of a million dollars worth of becoming the ruling executive In
property was destroyed and several Fiance on February 18th. On Monday,
Elysee Palace will be the
firemen were injured, one of them se- scene the
of great pomp and festivity.
y
riously today, by a fire In the
store and factory building at
The dedication of the battle monu8
Broadway. The four upper ment at El Caney, Cuba, will take
floors of the building were completely place February 14th. A party of dis.burned out, the floors and roof full- tinguished officers of the United States
ing in while the lower portions of the army and navy left New York, Februstructure were flooded. The firemen ary 8th, to participate in the exercises
who were injured were caught under attending the dedication. The Cuban
mass of partly burned packing boxes government will play an active part In
when one of the upper floors collapsed. the ceremonies.
The burned building, was occupied by
Phillips, Anderson & Co., makers of
The wedding of Miss Alice Lee
women's hats; Heller & Co., p.ints Roosevelt, daughter of the president,
makers; J. A. and F. Goldstone, mak- to Representative Nicholas Longworth
ers of women's cloaks; Louis Auer-bac- will take place at the White House at
neckwear manufacturer; Cohen noon Saturday,
17.
February
The
and Lang, clothing manufacturers and ceremony, which will be performed in
Stlglitz and Dinkelspiel, cloak mak- the historic east room will be solemners.
ized by the Right Rev. Henry Y.
Whole Car Line Destroyed.
protestant Episcopal bishop of
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., Feb. 11. The Washington. There will be no bridesentire plant and equipment of the maids. The groom's best man will be
Poughkeepsle City and Wapplngi r Thomas Nelson Perkins, of Boston, a
Falls Electric railway was destroyed classmate and long time friend. Three
by fire today. Twenty-tw- o
electric of Mr. Longworth's classmates and a
cars were burned. Loss, 1150,000.
college mate at Harvard, B. A.
Piano Factory Hums.
Jr., of Cincinnati, who marNew York, Feb. 11. Fire starting ried Mr. Longworth's older sister, Larz
in the Bramuller
piano factory at Anderson, of Washington, great grandTenth avenue and Fifty-flrstreet to- son of Nicholas Longworth, the founnight caused damage estimated at der of the Longworth family fortune;
1100,000. The blaze spread so rapidly Viscount Charles Dc Chambrun, broththat for a time several of the big er of Count Adelbcrt De Chambrun,
four-stor- y
tenements which adjoin the who married the groom's younger sispiano factory were threatened.
ter, and Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., the
Los Angeles Lodging House Fire.
oldest son of the president will be the
Los Angeles, Cal.. Feb. 10. Fire ushers.
One thousand Invitations to
broke out In the storeroom beneath the wedding have been issued. Those
the Louise lodging house at 520 South Invited to the wedding party Include:
Broadway tonight and
number of The members of the cabinet and their
guests In the lodging house had a wives, former members of the cabinet
narrow escape from suffocation. Near- who are now in the United States senly a dozen were taken from the winate and their wives; the heads of fordows of the house by firemen, aleign embassies and missions and their
though none were injured. One wo- wives; the justices of the United
man was rendered unconscious. Sam-nu- States supreme court and their wives;
Wood, an old man who was ill the members
of the official party
in the house, was nearly suffocated which accompanied Secretary Taft to
and It is feared that the excitement of the Orient; the Ohio delegation in
his experience may prove fatal. Har- congress and the .New York delegation
ry Griffith, a fireman at work In the In congress. Late In the afternoon Mr.
rear of the building, was (truck bv Longworth and his bride will leave
the nozzle of a hose, which flew off Washington on a trip to Florida, travwhile under full pressure, and was eling in a special car. After the adseriously Injured.
journment of congress they expect to
Woolen Mills Burn.
make a trip to Europe.
Aurora. III., Feb. 11. The Stolp
woolen mill and the factory of the
The meeting of the operators to disnew Moyer
Wrapper Co. were de- cuss the threatened coal strike will be
stroyed by Are today. Loss $125,000. held In New York on February 14th.
and on February lfith there will be a
Illinois Central riiin Wrecked.
Joint conference of the miners and opNashville, Tenn., Feb. 11. The Il- erators. Groat Interest attaches to
linois Central, Chicago and Florida these meetings as both the operators
limited, leaving here tonight at 7 and miners are reported as firmly ado'clock for Chicago, was wrecked it hering to their respective positions.
Chapmansboro, thirty-fou- r
miles west
of here.
Under the agreement reached Inst
Conductor A. Cherry, Engineer Monday the senate will at 5 o'clock on
Charles McGee and two passengers, next Wednesday vote on the subsidy
whose names have not yet been ob- shipping bill and under
the same
tained, were Injured. Six other pass- agreement the entire days of Tuesday
engers were slightly hurl. The train and Wednesday, with the exception of
Is said to have struck an obstruction
the time devoted to routine business,
on the track.
The engine, baggage will be given up to the discussion of
car, smoker and first chair car wore the shipping Mil. It is not expected
derailed and turned over. The Bleep-er- s that there will be any more prepared
did not leave the track.
speeches delivered on the bill, but
there will be considerable debate on
AGAIN RAISES CRY
Its principle and also upon amendFOR FREEDOM OF KOREA ments that w.111 be offered,
The joint statehood bill will be
Che Foo Correspondent Would S"P made the unfinished business In the
European Powers to Action.
senate on Thursday following ImmeLondon, Feb. 11. The Che Foo. diately upon the disposal of the shipChina, correspondent of the Tribune ping hill and will continue to hold that
again raises the cry against Japan's place until voted upon or disposed of.
treatment of Korea. He reiterates his Opinions differ ns to the time that will
assertion that the emperor of Korea Is le required for the consideration of
virtually s prisoner, and that Japan the mensure. Confessedly the senate Is
obtained her treaty with Korea .by co- quite evenly divided on the "Foraker
ercion. He sends a translation of a amendment" giving Arizona an opdocument, which, he says, was In- portunity for n separate vote upon tin
of admission, nnd It Is not probable that
trusted to him by the emperor
Korea, and which was obtained at a test of sjrength will be consented to
great personal risk. In which his ma- until there Is more definite Informajesty repudiates the treuty, and says tion as to the attitude of certain senhe never signed it. He denies that he ators than can now be obtained. SenIn any way encouraged or approved of
ator Beverldge who will he In chaw
Japanese control. He Invites the pow- of the floor expresses confidence in the
ers to establish S Joint protectorate success of the bill practically as reover Korea and control her foreign af- ported from the committee. It Is unfairs. The document Is dated January derstood that Senator Dick will open
19, 10.
for the bill and that Senator Beverdeclares that ldge will close In that Interest.
The correspondent
British and American mining and InNo decision has yet been reported a1'
dustrial Interests are being obstructed to what will follow the statehood hill
by the Japanese. He believes It Is vi- as unfinished business. The decision
tal to retain the British minister at on that point will rest with the repubSeoul to Investigate the situation.
lican steering committee and It will
not be reached by that committee until
the railroad rate bill shall be reported
FIFTEEN MORI'. BODIES
The decision will
to the committee.
FROM PARRA LL MINE
lie between the railroad rate bill and
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 11.
the Philippine tariff bill.
Fifteen more bodies were re- The day for a vote on the railroad
covered today from the Parrall
bill In committee has been fixed for
ocexplosion
an
In
which
mine
Friday, and the bill will be reported
curred last Thursday night. It
soon
afterward In the shape agreed
is known that still another body
upon. If the committee succeeds In
lies In the death trap unrecov- getting a measure fairly satisfactory
ersd. Four of the fifteen first
to the senate leaders It will be giren
yet
not
been
recovered have
the place'of preference Immediately
identified.
Continued on Page 2, Col. l.)
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St. Paul, Minn.. Feb. 11. Efforts lection but Rev. Seymour called vo- Weanwhile Ralsuli the Bandit Moves People Ready to Desert Him on Arwhich the congregation
of the St. ciferously upon two of the stewards
rival of the French
Revolution
to Give New Life to Trouble
James African M. E. church In this faithful to him to gather up the contributions.
The
congregation
by
this
city have been making for several
Ripe in the Government.
some Complication
time were filing before the contribuweeks to oust their pastor, the Rev. tion boxes. Rev. Seymour stood guard

Seymour, culminated In a riot during
the services this morning durins;
which the Rev. Seymour planted his
fist in the eye of R. C. Minor, a church
trustee, knocking him down, and was
himself sent to the floor In front of
the altar by Trustee Robert Lowe. A
ll
fight was prevented by tha
arrival of a patrol wagon full of policemen, who had been called when
the row started.
The trustees of the church recently
voted to reduce Seymour's salary from
80 to $10 a month, but notwithstanding this Seymour had refused to give
up his church.
This morning after
prtaching a sermon on "Brotherly
Love" Rev. Seymour announced the
collection. Two of the insurgent trustees came forward to take up the col- -

over one but two unfriendly trustees
held the other boxes.
Rev. Seymour attempted
to take
charge of these boxes when R. C.
Minor, a trustee, who was holding it,
objected. Rev. Seymour promptly
swung his fist to Minor's eye and the
latter went down. Robert Lowe, who
was holding the other contribution
box, immediately went after the pastor and felled him before his own altar. By this time the entire congregation was In an uproar, and taking
sides, the women rushed in between
the combatants and tried to soothe
ll
them, but it looked as if a
fight would result when the arrival
of the police and
their threats of
wholsesale arrests brought an end to
the affair.
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The deep feeling of sorrow at

of his death has found expression In every language and the nations will send
representatives to pay their last re-

One Big Blaze.

Riot in

FOR GREAT

ALE

Limit in Concessions.

An almost unprecedented gathering
of crowned heads of Europe will be
present at the burial of King Chris-

tian.
Power Plant
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The Church Trustees France
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Startling Conditions.
BUT ONE

ARREST MADE
IN

OF ACCIDFNTS

DAY

THE OYSTER BEDS

Norfolk, Va., Feb. 11 United Btatcs
Marshal Morgan Treat and Commissioner Peroy S. .Stephenson have returned on the revenue cutter Windom
from an expedition among the oyster
dredging fleets In Chesapeake bay.
While over 50 vessels were boarded
and the conditions Indicative that the
captains In n number of Instances,
were holding men In a state bordering
upon slavery were found, only one arrest was made. W. E. Justice, master
of the schooner, Daniel, was taken Into
custody and held to the grand Jury.
Thomas Cunningham, a member of his
crew, charged Justice with cruel treatment.
In a cabin two feet and a half high
and six feet wide, with no bedding,
four men were quartered. Cunningham
claims the cabin floor was often flooded and that he and his mates were
forced to sleep In the water. Several
sailors on other vessels testified that
they had been drugged and shanghaied by Baltimore agents, but none
would prefer charges.
PRESIDENTS

PICTURE
FOR KING EDWARD
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 11. It Is
understood in art circles here that
William M. Chase, a well known portrait painter, has been commissioned
by President Roosevelt to paint his
portrait for presentation to King Edward of Great Britain.
Mr. Chase, when visited at the Art
iub, would not deny that he Is to
ualnt a picture of President Roosevelt for that purpose, but said he had
tot yet received any official commission and would not discuss the sub-'ec- t.
He expressed a wish not to be
mentioned in the matter at. this
time.

SAN

IN

MIGUEL

COUNTY

Special to the Morning Journal.
Las Vegas, X. If., Feb. 11. Ricardo
Rivera, 35 years of age, a log hauler
for the Cooper saw mill near Olorleta,
met a fearful death while
at work
hauling a load of logs over a rough
road yesterday. He was crushed Into
a shapeless mass under the heuvy
mass of logs which tumbled off the
wagon when the front wheel went into
a deep chuck hole, breaking the coupling pin and capsizing the wagon's unwieldy cargo. The young man fell off
and the heavy logs fell on top of him
burying him completely and crushing
out his life before he could be extricated. Rivera leaves a young wife.
Thieving Switchman Caught.
After a nine-da- y
chase through five
states, Sheriff Cleofes
Romero and
Special Officer B"ti Williams, of the
Santa Fe, returned to Las Vegas last
night, bringing with them Oscar Coffin, a Santa Fe switchman, who skipped out last year with a bunch of the
company's money. Coffin received a
check for 66 cents. He presented It to
the company cashier, who, not noticing, paid the man $66. Coffin promptly absconded with the money before
the cashier found out his mistake.
Coffin was later Indicted by the grand
Jury for grand larceny and the officers
were put on his trail. He was arrested at Terre Haute, Indiana.
Conductor Knocked Senseless.
Lewis Laltell, conductor ori an lee
train of the Las Vegas Electric LlRht
and Power company has been unconscious for the last twenty-fou- r
hours
as the result of being huried from a
rapidly moving trolley car. He was
climbing up the side of the car when
he was struck and thrown with terrific force to the ground.
He sustained
a severe concussion of the brain and
little hope Is held out for his recovery,
Not In the Drug Trnst.
Reports have been sent out from
New York to various newspapers to
the effect that the drug stores In Las
Vegas of E. C. Murphy and the Winter's Drug company have been purchased by the drug trust which Is said
to have designs on the whole southwest. The local men deny that they
have sold out to the combination.
The Hoosler (iub.
Last night Las Vegas organised a
Hoosler club, over a hundred former
residents of the state of Indiana signing the charter roll. The Hooslers
claim there are 300 ot their number In
the city and that their people outnumber those of any other one state.
i

Big Mexican Mining Deal.
Feb. II. It was announced yesterday that the Venture
corporation of London, and a group of
Boston capitalists controlling the United States Mining and Smelting company have Jointly completed the purchase of six thousand acres of land In
Mexico, embracing fifteen shipping
mines and 135 developed and undeveloped mining properties. The lands are
located within sixty miles of the City
of Mexico and the deal Is said to be
one of the largest ever mado In MexNow York,

ico.

It Is understood that the title to the
properties will be held by a company,
the control of which will be held by
Groat Britain's Trade.
of London
the Venture corporation
and the United States Mining and
London, Feb. 11. The board of
Smelting company. The company will trade returns for January easily beat
be capitalised at approximately
all records, with Imports roundly
The new Interests propose to $367.600,000, and exporta $153,000.-00spend $1,500,000 In developing their
The respective increases are
new properties.
and $28,900,000.
f
0.

,.,

0

London (Monday), Feb. 12. Tel
grains from continental capitals and
editorials in the London newspapers
this morning reflect a renewal of the
uneasiness over the anticipated failure of the Algeclras conference
on
Moroccan reforms in consequence of
the deadlock on the French
nnJ
German contentions with regard to
the question of police. A long Algenaeiras dispatch of
ture, published in Paris today, seems
to foreshadow an abortive result, if
not an actual rupture of the conference, and declares that the lines
have been reached beyond which it
Is Impossible that France can go.
The Czar Would intervene.
Paris (Monday), Fob. 12. The
Oaulols, dealing with the subject of
the situation of the Algeeiras conference, says that Emperor Nicholas,
who was Inspired by the principles he
expressed In suggesting
the Hague
conference, has already Intervened in
favor of a solution of the customs
question In Morocco and Is prepared
to repeat the intervention If necessary
in order to facilitate a combination
which would be acceptable to France
without In any way wounding Germany's susceptibilities.
Ralsuli Resqrta to Boodle.
Pnrls, Feb. 11. A dispatch to Echo
de Paris from Tangier says:
Ralsuli. Uh: bandit, has. again, succeeded in extricating himself from a
difficult situation by buying a certain number of Anjera chiefs, who
have consequently refuted to march
It is expected
HKulnst him.
the
tribesmen will he busy fighting among
themselves SOoh, leaving Ralsuli free
to occupy himself with the promotion of the plans of the pretender.
semi-offici-

IB

al

Feb. 9
layed In transmission).

(Friday

ANGRY CONGREGATION

and the Mine Owners.

De

Conditions In
Venezuela were unchanged at the date
of the latest ad vires from that country. The censorship Is rigid. One report Is that the attitude of Vice President Vicente Gomez, who Is said to
he plotting a revolution against President Castro In cuse of a French block-adIs causing some anxiety.
It Is reported also the General Antonio Velutlnl, second vice president,
has a secret understanding with the
French and that he aspires to the
presidency. All the turmoil over the
French Cable Co.'s concession Is attributed to General Velutlnl, and it !s
expected that he will soon abadon
President Castro.
The tola strength of the Venezuelan
army is reported to be 8.000 men and
not 23.000 as the army accounts state.
The total armament is .10,00 Mauser
rifles and 20.000,000 bull cartirldges;
80 small pieces of field artillery of
old fashioned type, and 10 modern
guns in position at the ports. The
treasury shows a balance of $200.000.
President Castro Is said to he bonst-in- g
that he will test the Monroe Doctrine.
The report says that the best Information In Venezuela
shows that
France or any other power can rely
upon almost the entire populace to
fight President Castro and that anxiety Is everywhere expressed for the ar
rival of the French to solve the prubJ
lorn which Is beyond the resources of
the Venezuelans.
Money will be decidedly scarcer If a
war should break out and the Venezuelan government has made no provision whatever for the commissariat.
President Castro continues his campaign against foreigners and has expelled a man named Van Kestern.
e.

IN

MASK ED MEN
NEGRO ACCUSED

CAUSES

CHICAGO

CHURCH

e ,
Anthracite in Storage,
e
Following Is the amount of an
e thractte in tons now hold In stor- e ag
by the operating companies
e In their eastern yarda and In
e their western distributing cen- e

e
e

ten:

Lehigh Valley, 2,700.000.
Philadelphia end Reading,

3.- e ooo.ono.
e
Delaware and Hudson, $1,350,- e ooo.
e Western, 1,200.000.
e
Erie, 2,250,000.
e
Total in eastern yards, 12,- e 500.000.
e
Stored in Chicago, Duluth, De- -

e troll. Canada and elsewhere, 1,- e 600,000.
e
Total surplus at present, 1,- e 100,000.
e
Amount posslblo to accumu- e late between now and April 1
15,000,- e (operators'
estimate),
e
Total amount of anthracite
e available when
strike begins,
e 20,100,000.
e
Annual output of anthracite,
e 715,000,000.

Preparation Going On.
York. Feb. 11. Dispatches
from the mining districts Indicate that
the coal operators are making every
preparation for the big strike planSome reports go
ned for April 1.
so far as to claim that the operators
are now In a position to welcome a
strlk".
It Is said that the anthrnclte comtons
panies now have 14,000,000
stored in their own yards and that
they expect to have at least 29,000.
000 tons out of the mines und ready
campaign if the ml
for a
ners decide to quit work.
It is further stated that so much
coal has been produced within tho
of
last two years that a shut-dow- n
several months would be necessary
this summer if a strike was not ordered.
Conference of Italhvay Presidents.
ts
A conference of several of the
of the anthraclto roads has
Just been held in New York, and
while It was denied that the meeting
was called for the express purpose of
considering a strike, Information cams
from one source nnd another showing the operators have made preparations for the contest far beyond
anything dreamed of by the outside-worldand that they are now in a
position to welcome a strike.
operators
Among the bituminous
extraordinary provision has likewise
been made for the threatened struggle. It was said It was Impossible to
estimate how much bituminous coat
was now outside the mines, but that
millions of tons had been distributed
among large manufacturers everywhere, and that the companies had no
apprehension of inability to supply all
demands for the next six months.
In the Haul Coal Region,
In Seranton, Wilkesbarre and other
mining centers meetings of the miners
are being held and strike talk grows
more Intense. Grave apprehension is
Merfelt by all classes of citizens.
chants In these pluces are refraining
from purchasing goods until they
know what the outcome of the negotiations Is to be, and preparations for
the new equipment of the Pennsylvania constabulary go forward rap-IdlNew

pres-Iden-

OF FIENDISH

CRIME QUIETLY

Seems to Rest on Interview

Thursday Between John Mitchell

ATTACKS EXECUTED B
T

RIOT

V.Wlllemstadt,

All Now

LYNCHED

,

Chicago,

Feb. 11.

An

attack

by a

crowd of angry Lithuanians toduy upon the residence of Rev. Edward
a Catholic priest, resulted In
the fatal shooting of one mun und
the serious Injury of a number of others. The assallunts were all membeis
of the rhurch over which Rev. Stufan-owlc- z
presided. Dissension among the
members of the congregation over the
control of church funds culminated In
violence during the Sunday service.
The women are said to have opened
hostilities by hurling a missile at the
pnstor. Pursued by the worshippers,
the priest retreated to his residence.
There he wus besieged for more than
an hour In spite of the efforts of a
squad of police which hurried to the
scene. The police repeatedly charged
the attackers, who had armed themselves with clubs and stones and only
succeeded In dispersing them by firing Into the crowd. John Tammalln,
a member of the congregation, wus
shot In the left groin and fatally injured. Alex Ilarglan, another of the attacking party, received a bullet In the
head. A score of others were injured
by flying bricks and stones. Fifteen
of the ringleaders were arrested.
z,

DOESN'T LIKE UNIFORM.

John Burns' Request to

lo

Exempt

Denied by tlx- - King.

London, Feb. li. The Onlooker
says that John Burns, M.
the newly
appointed chairman: of the board of
polillo works, persons lly Interviewed
King Edward and asked to be allowed
d
to dispense with the
uniform which ministers are required to
wear In the king's presence. The king
refused to make any exception In the
custom.
gold-lace-

ANOTHER EARTHOIAKE
shakes CALABRIA
Rome. Feb. 11. An earthquake
shock lasting eight seconds caused serious damage In Calabria today, especially at Cantansaro.
and Montelon, the populations of
which places became
terror
stricken, left their houses end
camped In tho streets, notwithstanding
stormy weather
prevailing.

Gadsden, Ala., Feb. 11. Rankle
Richardson, a negro charged with an
assault upon and murder of Mrs. Sarah Smith here July 15th last, was
forcibly taken from the Jail here at
an early hour this morning and hanged to a bridge of the Louisville and
Nashville railroad across Coosa river.
Twenty-fou- r
masked men xvent to the
Jail, overpowered the sheriff and Jailer
and made short work of the prisoner.
Four negroes were charged with the
crime against Mrs. Smith, one of the
most fiendish ever committed In the
state, two of whom have been legally
exec uted.
Tho third. Will Johnson,
was recently convicted and sentence
to death, but last week
Governor
Jelks, believing there was strong
dOUbt of the prisoner's guilt, reprieve I
the negro's sentence to life Imprisonment.
Richardson, the man who wis
lynched this morning, had not been
indicted, but was In Jail awaiting the
action of the grand Jury.
The coroner's Jury returned a verOfficials of several local coal comdict that Richardson was killed by
panies at Shamokln have received
parties unknown.
word from headquarters to be prepared for the worst In connection
with the unsettled labor conditions between the miners and companies. Collieries are to be operated to their full
est capacity until further orders.
It Is feared by some that a general
n
of mines will be ordered
by tho owners In case no satisfactory
conclusions can be reached with the
miners.
The ninth district executive board,
part of the special committee appointed by the recent local convention to wait on operators, will go to
PASSENGER CAR CRASHES
Wllkesburrc to consult the rest of
the members as to what
demands
INTO CROWDED STREET CAR shall he made on the operators.
Tho
ninth district delegation are unanimous for eight hours and recogniChicago, Feb.
11. Two
persons tion.
were killed and twelve others injured
A epecial from Seranton says that
tonight when a Pennsylvania pass- the belief Is prevalent there that there
enger train struck a crowded street will be no strike. This belief Is percar at One Hundred and Sixth street, haps based on a better knowledge ot
South Chicago.
conditions and the statement of the
The street car was wrecked and miners than obtains elsewhere.
The
the engine and first coach of the pass- miners h,ave enjoyed more prosperity,
enger train loft the tracks. The made more wages and have had want
train was a theater train bound for better cared for during the past two
East Chicago, Ind.. leaving Chicago years than ever before In all their
at 11:34. It was traveling at the rate history.
of twenty miles an hour when the colImportant Move Expected.
lision occurred. A special from PoUavllle says that
1

y.

TWO KILLED IN

shut-dow-

WRECK

FAGS

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE,

TWO.

all sign

point to an Important move
which may figure
prominently In the averting of the ,
pee ted strike of the miners April
The clerical force at the Pottsville office headquarters of the mining department of the Reading company ar
a
working day and night compiling
and material to be submitted to
the meeting of operators and miner,
which will be held In New York, February 15. Officials in high standing,
who won't be quoted, admit that then
It something going on which h is given a very hopeful outlook to the
and has caused a saasatli n of
strike talk In mining circles.
None of the district presidents of
the mine workers Is In the Pottsville
region, but their subordinates say thut
any reasonable attempt at compromise
will be met more than half way by th
miners.
Among Soft Coal Operator..
Among the bituminous opsrstofa extraordinary provision hn likewi ..
been mnde for the thr) atened
Bituminous coal is never stored in
large quantities, because of Its deterioration, and also because of the niir
constant demands for It In the manufacturing fields, but for more thnn r
year dealers have been urging their
customers to lay In a stock ngalnt a
possible emergency, and this Sdrici
very
has been accepted
throughout the eastern and mlddli
states
Whilo It Is estimated that nearly It
per cent of the anthracite miner
might obey
general strike order, il
is asserted that probably
not mere
f
of the men In the bl- than
luminous mines could be called irut.
Within the last four years a vast
number of bituminous fields have be n
opened In the south and Wtl and
these mines, being in many Instancs.
Isolated And operated by
men. could continue operations d( spile
any general strike The anthracite;
mines in Pennsylvania are located lv
groups, most of them near large town!
and protection for
men
there Would be much more difficult
White the bltuntlnoiM operators, it li
said, have been making very little mo-- !
ney bf cause of the unusual produe- tlnn, the anthracite
operators have
had four very prosperous years and
are well equipped for an
flsht If necessary.
both operators and miners .ire look
Ing forward with much Inter! st to the
conference to he held between John
Mitchell, and the operator on February 15. but the Impression of the o
Is that little may be espected
from the conference. blM uvh M it II
iwiieved Mitchell win be forced bj
the union to make ;, demand for in
Increased scale, god the operators say
very frankly this demand will not I"
granted.
bjr

the Reading

'

n

non-unio- n

-

par-nto- rs

Mil

AFFAIRS

FOR

WEEK

(Continued From Page i. Column 1.)

after the

vote on the tab h
lull
No time has been fixed for reportlnl
the Philippine bill.
The week's proceedings will le 0)
ened tomorrow by an effort by Ml
Tillman to secure an Investigation
the railroad conditions in Weal Virginia as a result of the oomplall
made by Oovernor Dawson, of that
stale in the lett.r presented to th
senate a few days since by the Pouth
Carolina senator. Me will make an iort to secure Immediate eoMlderatl n
but falling In that, will preea th
measure on the attention of th.
I

i

I

f-

(

ate.
Senator Lodge will make his apeeoh
on the railroad rate question Monday
It Is probable that the question of
the propriety of caucus dictation In
dealing with treaties, which was ia s
by Senator Patterson's resolution will
be revived sometime during the ui" k
by Senator Spnoner, who will BUSt tin
Mr Patterson's course, f the Wise
sin senator speaks. Senator
Tlllmai
will reply on behalf of the democrat!
caucus. Many more of the conservative senators on both sides
of
th.
chamber are trying to prevfnt a
l
of the subject.
The senatu will adjourn over Battll
day to permit senators to utu nd tic
Long
lt
wedding.
i

'

ic-a-

worth-Rooseve-

With two appropriation bills on the
calendar and anticipated discussion of
the bill providing a Whipping post for
wife beaters in the District of i '
Ida. ami an adjourn men) dumm the
wedding da Of Miss RoOMVOlt alii
Representative Longworth, the h ii
of representatives begins tomorrow a
somewhat busy legislative greek.
Monday will be District of Columbia
day and the fortifications appropriation bin win be taken up Tuesday.
The District of Columbia whipping
post bill Is on the calendar without
recommendation from the Committee
and should It be called upon, a lively
discussion is anticipated
Chairman Payne, of the raya an
means committee, is deslrlous ,,r
curing consideration this week of a bill
plating authority in the banda of tl)
president to consolidate customs cot-- i
lection districts. Mr. Payne states
that the bill is In line with tin program of economy In that it allows tho
abolishment at the discretion of the
president of customs district) w'i. ri
the Internal collections are annually
less than the cost of maintenance.
While no apeclfle agre maní ha
been reached to that effect, it is eg.
pected that the house will adjourn
from Friday until Monday, out of respect to the White House
wedding
Saturday.
l

1

BRITAIN'S RICHEST HEIRESS.
Ianly Mary Hamilton to We4 the
MsrnnlK of (iralinm
London, Feb 10 It Is officially announced that Lady Mary Hamilton,
the richest heiress In Britain, Is
gaged to the Marquis of 0 rah am, hi lr
of the Duke of Montrose.
Lady Mary Is the only daughter of
the late Duke of Hamilton and Mian-,- '
don.
She attained her majority recently. The announcement of the en- gagement Is given as much space by
tbe newspapers this morning as they
would to royalty Itself. The engagement Is particularly popular In Scotland, because It will result in the union of two great historic houses.
Lady Mary, who Is known as the
Lady of Arran. la the owner of the Island of that name
The Marquis of
Graham Is himself wealthy. He Is a
yachtsman. In the recent elections he
etood aa the Unionist candidate for the
house of commone for Stirlingshire,
but waa defeated.
.

n-

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

BILL WILL PASS

WOULD SPLIT

IMS).

ALBUQUERQUE,

MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $160,000.00.
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Letters Urging

UNIONISTS
Chamberlain

Outlines

The Morning Journal Bureau,
Pennsylvania Ave., X. V.
Washington. Feb. 11. There irenie
now to lie every probability for the
passage by the house of repfesenta
lives of the bill by Mr. Llttlelleld, of
Maine, to prohibit gambling In the
territories.
The measure bas been
given a place on the calendar and Its
favorable reception on all sides and
the general Interest it has aroused undoubtedly will result In its passage.
Considerable pressure is being brought
to bear to this end. When Ihe bill was
first brought to the attention of the
house it was rumored that the measure was to be used to call off certain
Arizona opponents of Joint statehood,
among them men who own or are interested in gambling boUSag and aS
loona. The rumor found little foothold
ami is no longer entertained.
The bin
will pass, irrespective
of statehood,
and like the Hamilton railroad taxation bill It has no bearing on Ihe statehood fight. Considerable sentiment
has been aroused in the house by letters to members regarding gambling
in New Mexico and Arizona. Scores of
these litters have been received by
members. They come from churches
and religious Organisation! of all sorts,
from individuáis, nnd the number of
Individual litters from Atizona is unusually large even for a measure In
which there is general public Interest
It is set forth in these letters that open
gambling is proving the ruin of hundreds of men, that families are left
without support tind tradesmen without pay, that there are too many suicide: In proportion to the population

STIRRED BY GREAT
TARIFF

'

Balfour's

REFORM

Opponent

BATTLE

Ho!ds That the

Issue Must Be Fought Out
Within the Party.
'

.

.in

London, Feb.
a letter
to
Lord Ridley, Conservative, and for- m rly home
published here,
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain repudiate.
the notion that he Is a candidate for
tíoleadership of the Unionist party.
1 1

'

He says:
"All that there Is in the question
Is which policy tho
Unionist party
proposal to adopt. It is absolutely

untrue that any ultimatum has been
presented to Mr. Balfour on this subject, either by me or by anyone all I,
I have asked
for a meeting of the
party In order that there may be a
frank and friendly discussion of the
question, because to me it always
seemed essential to successful lead
ersbip that the leader should be thor- oughly and personally
acquainted
from time to time with the views and
u ishes of Irs followers."
Mr. Cnamberlain'i letter adds that call
of thetf own Whlpa and n;;ree as
there appear to he three views in re-- 1 to what action is to be taken, nnd
jard to tariff reform held by different when they might properly bring for-- v
sections of the party. First, that tariff
:.! their views before1 the house,!
question or pre - adding significantly :
reform cannot i1
tlcal polttcl for some years to com1
"These occasions possibly will arise
and should be dropped as an active mure frequently tln'n supposed."
This-- .
policy.
Mr. Chamberlain conConcluding his letter, Mr. Chamber.
r'
tends, is Inconsistent with Mr.
lain says; "The tariff reformers can- when
language,
said
he
that not accept a policy of inaction and
I
tariff reform was the first item on the mystification In regard to the main
constructive programme of tile party subject of their political lives."
and that commercial union with the!
colonies was the most urgent branch
of tariff reform. Second, the lugges-tlo-n
that, while not pressing for tariff
reform under existing circumstance'?,
the Unionists should unite on the pro.
gramme known as "half a sheet of
notepaper,"
Differences in Views.
Between this programme and that
i
of the more advanced tariff reformers
there .ire two differences. First, trr
mote' advanced think thai the probability of having to place a moderate
duty on the wheat of foreign countries
in return for substantial preferences SURFACE OF FROZEN LAGOON
given by the colonies to British manufacturers should be frankly admitted
SINKS UNDER GREAT CROWD
and defended. Mr. Balfour has sail
Utal he has no objection to the principle of such a duty, but he accepted,
Chicago, Feb, IL At the close of
without protest, the statement of a a skating tournament on the Humfree .odor that under no circumstan- boldt park lagoon here today the Ice
ces, whether after a conference
or lowly gave way beneath 3,000 peonot. Whatever may he the offer of th ple, causing a panic In which many
colon s. will tin y assent to a duty on
wen; Injured.
Tne Ice sank slowly
wheal. Second, the more advance
reached
the hanks In
crowd
and
the
are of the opinion that It Is impossible
During th" progresa of tho
to Ii ive a practical
and effective safety.
the police had kept the
scheme pf retaliation against the ex- tournament
rowd behind ropea which guarded
by
for llgn
cessive duties Imposed
the course, hut at last the great gath
countries on British products without lerlng
gol beyond control, overrunning
a general tariff. Mr. Balfour would
Suddenly
Ice in all directions.
never have attempted to pul forward the
i
Ui re was a crackling
sound and
an al srnative scheme, although urged
cleft appeared stretching across the
to do so by the free fooders.
I11
the panic that ensued
The tariff reformers. Mr. Chamber- l.igoon.
were trampled upon
ulrlx
WOtnen
and
Balsays,
believed Mr.
lain further
dragged
to piSCSS Of safety
were
for
four considered the difference in protheir escorts. The ice sank until
cedure Insignificant, and Mr. Cham- by was
covered by two feet of water.
berlain honed that, as Mr. Balfour did it
not attach much Importance m h! ;
Britain'- - sen Defense.
own nolnt of view, he would approach
London, Feb. 11. -- In connection
r
to Mr. Chamberlain,
eios.
with the great n.v.i I maneuvers of thy
Mr, Chamberlain denies that an at- combined British Meets next June, the
n Mr. Baltain t was made to Impo
admiralty hns decided to request the
four, as a condition for the union of OOmplete
of all
British
the party, the exclusion of those 4s ship owners. According to the admiprogram
accept
to
clinl ig
the whole
ralty's present tentative plans, the
of the tariff reformers, but he adds maneuvers wil be directed with
a
that It would be ilNhonest to pretend
determining
thoroughly a
c u to
tii it the free fooders. who, while nom- pr.u tlcal scheme of defense of Britinally supporting Mr. Balfour, oppos- ish commerce In time of war, and
ed his policy, are in the sime boat Will include attack and defense of veswith the tariff reformers and retaliasels Hying the Hag of the British mer-- 1
tion lsts.
antile marine.
of Party,
The maneuvers will be the most exContinuing. Mr. Chamberlain dis- tensive ever attempted and will ex-- 1
cusses the reorganisation of the party tend from the Knglish Channel along
machinery, contending that It should the coasts of Franco and Spain to thii
be decided whether the organization Mediterranean,
owners of vessels
sli 'II remain an autocratic and
to or from Mediterranean and
bound
body
or whether It South Atlantic ports will be asked to
ought not to be strictly representative permit their captains to.place them
of the party as a whole.
selves under naval command for .1
Answering the charge that the lat- short
péftod. Pi anger steamers
la
ter proposal to popularize the party
carriers will bo exlivestock
and
equivalent to an attempt to capture empt. Any vessel unduly detained will
the machinery for the furtherance of bS reimbursed.
tariff reform, Mr. Chamberlain wye
this Is an admission that the part;;, if
Do yon wir.it to ei't Into limine-.- .
popularized, would vote for tariff re- Small capital required. See Mcftpad-den- .
Imnyc 111.111. 300 S. Broadthe
form.
tf
"This, however." Mr. Chamberlain way.
remarks. "Is a matter which can onlv
Compound Eucalyptus Brrap. tlw
be decided by a party meeting, and best remedy for vomrlis. colds and
f2 S
Onlv at Iluime's.
no doubt will be one of the principal bronchitis.
MfejMtS for discussion on such an ocSole or Hails.
ihe
casion."
Patronlfe this Sale of Sails. If you.
want ieiinlne Mil lira i ns In New Dress
Later on Mr. Chamberlain
SSI
lOonds.
New Wash Óoods. dlnahnm.
"MV own belief is Unit the great maLinens. Nankins.
Table
Percalea
jority of the party, if not all, are per- Ktnliroidcrlcs and l.ai es. (in sal"
fectly read' to accept Mr. Balfour's 'Thursday. 9 a. m. Golden ltule Dry
general leadership. I think It prob- t .nuns o,
able, however, that the majority woul
MU SH CI T FLOWERS.
IVES THE I 1.0BIST.
welcome a declaration by Mr. Balfour
which would show (learly that tariff
FINE GKOCEHIEK. (OI BTIXH S
reform will not be droppi d, and which TREATMENT. UK SONAIILK Fltl-CE'l IO
A COMIIIN
IIAltD TO
would Indicate n definite and unmls-tskabl- e
program for the future to III r. I. .. I'll AIT A CO.. 211 S.
which they could give hearty support.' si :nM STREET.
M'i Form Separate Oimip.
u
No business man ever feared
Discussing the possibility of the tar- competitor who did not advertise: It's
lllle
one
more
advertises
the
who
iff reformers being associated with lhi aaWeaei vely than yourself who Inminority of the party, Mr. Chamberdines your Insomnia. Isn't this true.'
lain says it would be unnecessary and
l ilis LIST.'
AUE YOI
unwise for them to 'iiarate
themmen. artisans. meProfessional
selves from the party a a whole or chanics? What do vou do with vour
professional and trade lournala? Yon
from the general leadership.
do not throw ttiem nwnv? Let's
"They may. however." he explain, surelv
talk over this matter of Having them
"properly constitute themselves Into bound, thus snvlng the valuable mat-- 1
In thee maanzlnea.
a parliamentary group or committee." ter contained
11. s. i.rnioow
CO.,
He suggests that they meet at the Bookbinder
at the Journal Office.
j

Bal-fou-

prosperity of the
and the general
country, and that wife desertions are

t

freiuent.

Other letters declare that politicians
sections do not dare to ndvu-cnt- e
the suppression of eambllmr, no
matter how they may feel nbout It
personally, for fear of the' influence
controlled by the gambling element.
A number of these letters have been
printed In the form of h house d cu- -'
ment for the information of members
and the document is causing n mild
sensation. In manylnstanres the signatures on these letters are left blank,
members who received them saying
that this was ronc at special request
of the writer who feared his interests
would suffer If his name became
known.
There Is no longer any question of
the confirmation of ,1 V. rtaynoMs to
succeed himself as secretary of New
Mexico. The favorable report of the
committee on territories puts an end
to the fight which has been ma le on
his confirmation and it is confidently
expected that he will be confirmed

GAVE WAY

i

1

on

.

1

11

1

-

--

In some

'

Monday.
Mr. Raynotds, Solomon
Luna and
others who have been here for some
days expect to' leave for New Mexico

Monday evening.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn. H. B.
Holt and other Las Cruces men who
have been here for some days In enn-- j
nection with the reclamation fund appropriation fnr the Leesburg dam.
have gone home happy. New Mexico
has been quite well represented In
Washington thus far during t ho session, but the number of the western-er- a
seems to be thinning out Just now.

e ALABAMA CAPITALIST
( OMMITS
e
SUICIDE
a
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 11.
e Captain Norman E, Webb, a well
e known caplatiat, took his lift at
a his home here today by firing a
a pistol bullet through his forehead
a while his family were at break- o fast Captain Webb had been in
ill health for some time.

OF THE- -

First National Bank
Albuquerque, New Mexico
BUSINESS,

AT THE CLOSE OF

NOVEMBER

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
9 l,35O,SM.0O
Ronds, Stocks, Heal Estate
02,322.60
Banking House nnd Furniture
88,500.00
United States Bond
9 300,000.00
Cash ami Exchange . . . 1.370,806.21 1,070,300.21

..

TOTAL

9, 1905

LIABILITIES
Captlal and Profits
Circulation
Deposita

288,105.58

9

200,000.00
3,632,380.23

TOTAL

.$3,180,784.81

DEPOSITORY OF THE A.. T.

38.130,781.81

& S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

o

e
e
O

e
e
e
a

B. RUPPE

lnetOOte-tOiOiOiiO-

eeeaeeeseea1

i

0. N. Manon, President

THE
PRESCRIPTION

J. B. Hcrndon, Cashier

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of Albuquerque, New Mexico

DRUGGIST

CE USED FUNDS OF

Bcor-anijiii-

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Measure

ig

till

His

i

BRITAIN

Anti-Gamblit-

Pour in on Congress.

ilion in the Party.

one-hal-

non-unio-

LITTLEFIELD

DENIES HE

1

II,

Monday. February

Capital

20 West Railroad Ave.

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

The State National Bank solicits a share of your
ness upon the basis of sound
liberal and acurate treatment.
personal interview solicited.

DEPOSITORS
TO DEVELOP

A MINE AND IS

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

NOW ON WAY TO PENITENTIARY

Spokane, Wash., Feb. 11.
O.
preatdent of the defunct Bir
National- bank of
Davenport,
Wash., who has been on trial for
wrecking that Institution, was today
found guilty by a jury In the federal
court.
The conviction came after one of
the most stubborn legal battles in
Spokane. May's downfall is said to
en caused by efforts to develhave
op, With 111" funds of depositors, the
Palmer Mountain mine. The minimum
penalty is flve years In the penitentiary.
May,
Bend

SEVEN

Busi-

progressive banking,
Correspondence or a

PILGRIMS TRAMPLED
TO DEATH

BY

MOB

"

(he old leaky roo?. Get a
new one (hat will endure.

BANK

'

Put

COMMERCE

M,

ALBUQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOR! EVERY I'ltOl'Elt ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150.000.0.

Jm

HOOFING

W. S.

on your building and you will neve?
care bow hard i' vains or how hot lb
sun shines.
Anyone can put It dowc.
.jjjSW
S6g
Free Sample on request.
For Sale by
tf&
DORR ID AIDE & OM1WNY
7 Gold Avenue
Agents.

STltlCKUEIt,
ttTLLXAM

J.

C.

RALDHIDGE.

Assistant Cashier.
GEORGE ARNOT.
A. M. B LACK WELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa IV Branch

N. M.

Effective December

Kastbound

STAR FURNITURE

2 14 Gold Ave

CO.
n u

e

OFFICE

DESKS
AND CHAIRS

"Ak-hara-

All Klnda HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

B. F.

COPP, D.

J.

S.

Room 12. N. T. Arnillo Itulldlne

Ramsay's

Cor. Fourth &

Railroad

A

Typewriloriuin.,
With the Woman's Exchange.
TypeAll kinds of Second-han- d
writers bought, sold, exchanged,
repaired.
rented and
Agents for the

J. JOHNSON,

W.

and Oaahle.

ÜB

Albuquerque,

Oflleera and Dlreetors:
LUNA, President.

SOLOMON

1

Tragedy at Religious Demonatratlou in
fxllrtn Province.
LucitnQW, Feb. 11, Seven pilgrims,
mostly old women, were trampled to
death at Allahabad during the great
religious fair known as Kumhh Mela,
which is bein.-- i held at the junction of
the Ganges and the Jumna rivers.
It was the festival of "Ama was,' 'or
Day of the New Moon, and a vast
of people assembled
at the
bathing chats.
A path bad been marked out along
the embankment
and across two
bridges for the procession of "fakirs"
nnd pilgrims, nnd every endeavor was
made to keep the enormous crowd behind the batnbOO barriers which line I
the route.
All went well until the first
or band of pilgrims, wore returning from the bathing glut. Just
us they were about to cross over that
river again to their enclosure on
Whunsi sand's it was noticed that the
crush on the slope below the southern
CO tlon of the fort had become very
heavy.
Harriera Broker..
The meager police force was powerless, and as the harrier showed signs
of giving way, military assistance was
summoned.
Before It arrived' the
crowd. Impelled vt "H owri weight,
trampled down the barriers and surged down the alope in uncontrollable
masses.
When order had been restored seven
persons were found lying dead on
the hllla'df. and eighteen others were
badly injured. A series ot cordons
was then established by Infantry.
The Interest In the Kumhh Mela
centet wholly around the new ma-hma, known as the "Lat Swaml."
The mahatma is a tall, gaunt man
of go, of highly Intellectual appear
anr 8 an t with a wonderful knowledge
of the various dialects of India. He
wears a flowing red robe.
From his youth the mahatma hns
I racttaed
asceticism. He claims to
have been blessed with frequent visions, and altogether he Is regarded
as the holiest Spiritual lender In the
empire. It h believed by the pilgrims
In Allahabad that h Is directly controlled by the Divine will, and that
all who come In contact with him are
purified by his presence.
He was surrounded by adoring
several of whom were over a
hundred years old, and all of whom
worshipped him as their leader.

OK

11:00 a.
12:61 p.
2:11 p,
3:00 p,
4:02 p.
4:32 p.
6:45 p.
8:30 p.
3:00 a.
4:35 a.
7:30 a.

10, 1005.

STATIONS

m
m
m
ni

m
m
m
m

Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv

m....Lv
m....Lv
m

Westbound
3:30 p. m
Lv. . . . 1:26 p. ra
Lv.... 12:26 p. m
Lv
11:36 p. m
Lv
10:29 p. m
Lv
10:00 p. m
Lv
8:10 p. m

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
Haranca
Servilleta
Tres
Antonlto
Alamosa ..
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

Ar

Ar

Lv.... 6:40
Lv.... 11:06
Lv.

. .

.

Lv....

a.
p.
8:40 p.
7:00 d.

Typewriters.;,

GEO.

S.

R1MS&Y,

MANAGER

m

j Communication Made Easy j
Iletwecu tlie Great Soutl.tvest mid Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and nil points North and East by the

El Paso

&

Southwestern System

R.ock Island System
Shortest, Qulekest, then-forthe Rest.
The Only way with two
throngh trains dally, cnrrjlnK Standard und Tourist Sleepers
Observation Dining Cars, Chnlr Oars nnd C.melies. For any trio' anywhere, any time TAKE THE SO CI II WESTERN

Typewriter Ribbons and
Suppllea always on hand.
If you are Interested In purchasing a typewriter, call and
examina our stock.
,

m
ra

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via
either the
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
the entire trip in daylight and passing through tho Famous Royal Gorge, alas
fur all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A.,
. ,
A. 8. BARNEY,
Denver Colo.

e

Underwood Visible

in

Tor Full Purtleulura sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES
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of his sister, Mrs. Charles Fair, the
wife of the California
is In New Tork city for the purpose of settling up the balance of the
estate which is coming to him.
Mrs. Charles Fair and her husband
were both instantly killed In an automobile accident In France in 1902.
Mrs. Fair left considerable property to
her relatives and F. P. Smith of Topeka, who had wandered away from
the parental roof, was discovered last
semmor.
multi-millionair- e,

T

railroad time table

REVERSE LfVER
KNOCKED ENGINEER
OUT

(HUE

GAB

(In effect November It, 1906,)
I abound,
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrives 7 :E5
a, m.. departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4.. Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:46 p. m., departs
-t

Passenger Service on Dawson Line.
Regular passenger servlco has been
Installed on the Dawson line of the El
Is
Fortune
Company Spending
Paso & Southwestern, and has been In Runaway Freight Was Going
operation several days. A mixed train
7:46 p. m.
each way Is operated daily, between
No. 10.. Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
on Club Houses.
a Mile a
Tueumcarl and Dawson.
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with No. 30, a northWestbound
bound train leaves at 9:15 each mornNo. 1.. California Express, arrives 7:30
k
p. m.. denarts 8:16 p. m.
ing, arriving at Dawson seven hours
Yte 3.. California
BUSSER SAYS ENTERTAINMENTS and 30 minutes later. The south- WRECK ON RATON MOUNTAIN
Limited, arrives
li:10 a. m.. departs 11:20.
bound train leaves Dawson at 9 o'clock
fc
California Express,
PROVE IMMENSELY POPULAR each morning, and arrives at TueumONE OF COSTLIEST ON RECORD No. 7.. Mexico
arrives 10:46 p. m.. departs 11:59.
carl In seven hours and 30 minutes.
No. 9., Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.,
The company operates a good day
Southbound
Coaci) and combination car for the
9., Mexico Express, departs 12:15
No.
Twenty-On- e
Reading Rooms Now in accommodation of passengers on this f Latest reports from the scene of the
p. m.
Santa Fe wreck on the east side of the Local freight train, No. 99., southline.
'
Operatlon-450,00- 0
for New
Raton mountain show that the smash-- !
bound, departs
at 6 a. m. and
up was one of the costliest and most
carries passengers.
New Cars for Southwestern.
Arrive From South
Ones This Year.
On account of the necessity of press- disastrous in the history of the Santa
Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
ing into service every available car, Fe. Thousands of dolíais worth of No.a. 10..
m.
no further efforts are being made at rolling stock and California fruit is a No. 1C. makes all local stops east of
complete loss and it will take week
In the neighborhood of fifty thous- the AlamogOrdo shops of the Southfor wrecking crews to clear up the No.Albuaueroue.
1, runs direct to Los Angeles.
to
western
repaint
year
old
the
Northeastand dollar! will be expended this
ern
freight
equipment,
using the new groat mass of debris, twisted iron and No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
steel and splintered Wood, that lies on No. 3. runs direct to Los Angeles and
Railway company for the maintenance Initials.
San Francisco.
either side of the trestle where the
being
are
Deliveries
on
made
an
All trains dallv
of reading rooms, or, more properly order for 500 new steel coke cars,
runaway freight left the rails.
but
speaking, well equipped clubhouses tot even with these
The train broke in two while In the
additions the ro.id
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
the entertainment and accommodation could employ more
tunnel
and while the helper in front
cars
If
they
had was being
In Effect Dec. Í5, 1904.
of the employe! of the system. In addetached
at
east
Just
the
them.
cars
These
are of the PennsylSouthbound
Northbound
Manhattan Shirts
AdsoH Sj jo am!
dition to this sum for maintenance, the vania pattern,
of
end
Engineer
Vaughn,
the
tunnel.
with 100,000 capacity.
No. t
No. j
STATIONS.
Bat I A Wilson
$4.00 Shors
company plans to spend more than
In
was
regular
who
engine
of
the
the
Fifty new Engolsby side dump cars
.'An;.- - Hats
1:00 pro Lv. .Santa Fe..Ar 4:S0 pm'
Shirts
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
fruit
train
felt
the
train
break
and
have been received. These are to be
yagrr I rndrrivtar
1:20pm... Donactans ... 4:10 pm:
A'eitMon's Short
in erecting new clubhouses during the placed In
when
the
forward
half
down
started
1 :45 pm . . .Vega
service for slag grading at
Illanca... 3:4 5pra
of these
year. There are twenty-on- e
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
8:10pm
the union station yards in El Paso the grade ho Jumped for the reverse 2:20pm ... .Kennedy
institutions now In operation at various and for ballasting
(lew back with such 2:45 pm
lever.
The
latter
pm
2:45
Clark
points
at
along
the
points on the system and before many eastern division.
says it knock3:30 pm
Stanley
1:55 pm
The ballasting Is to force that the engineer
mmmjtirmmma0mmi0mm
n
months have passed four new one9 begin at a point near
ed him bodily out Of th" cab. The
4:05pm.... Morlarty .... 1:20pm
M.
N.
Ancho,
pm:
will bo established and plans are in
12:45
pm....
4:40
Mcintosh
in
engine
and
brakenien
the
cab
Fifty more dump
Estancia ....12:20 pm!
the making for the erection of others. for the Southwestern cannextwill arrive did not have presence of mind enough 6:46 pm
month. to
11:15am
Wllllard
6:20pm....
Work han already been started on These are gf the
to
stop
an
runaway
make
effort
the
i
combination pattern,
.... 10:45 am m
6:60 pm.... Progress
new clubhouses at the Needles, ( al.,
jumped
and
from
the
escaping
cab
use
for
as
ordinary
gondolas
7:20pm
with
or
Blanca
10:26arnj
to cost $55,000, and at La Junta, to lids or center dump.
"tL
with painful bruises. The freight con8:10 pm Ar.. Torrance . . Lv 9:40 am
cost $20,000, and contracts have 1" n
ductor who was In the caboose on the Read down
w ad nn
Will look well and feel well when
Shawlet for the building of others at
rear half of the train immediately
Overhauling the Hash House.
you have one of our genuine
REAL
nee, Okla., at a cost of $15,000, and nt
ESTATE
the
and
wire"
notified
"hit
Trinidad
Carpenters,
paper hangers and
The very DCtl of Kansas (Mtv bcof
Sllsbee, Texas, at B cost of $2fi,000. painters
Motley
to
runand
out
watch
for
the
are thoroughly
and mutton al l'.mll Klelnwort's. IIS
away.
Plans have also been drawn for the Ho- Interior of the Ban overhauling
"5-A- "
Horse
Bernardino er, as He also ordered out the wreck- North Third street.
election of buildings for this purpose Harvey house and when they
a big
know
he
would
he
there
'
vi
kl
l'
fll
get
done smashup
ni Arkansas City. Marcelino, Mo., and
Holding
327.)
(Small
Claim No.
when the Wild train hit the
on him. Low Prices Now. Lurffft
with it the lunch counter will present
Offio: 208', W. Gold Avonu jj!
Notice for Publication.
Gallup, N. M.
11.
Jim mm
n 1
a much better appearance. The dining trestle on the curve at the base of the
New Stock.
mono
Auto,
jjo
Penartment of tho Interior, United
It was only seven years ago that the room done with, the culinary depart- mountain.
St
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
Santa Fe started In to provide reading ment will be overhauled.
i
It is estimated the huge engine With
10,
1106.
Jan.
rooms, or clubhouses, for their emtho train behind It was going fully a
Buggies
Notice is hereby given that the folloployes at points where many of them
mile a minute when it hit the trestle, wing-named
Till'-- STOLEN HORSE.
claimant his filed nogather or where shops are located. So
above Morley station.
TUTU Tim
tice of his intention to make Bnal
popular did the first ones become and
n Old Proverb Willi u New ApplicaThe wreckage was piled up in a proof In support of his claim under
16
17
obof
of
act
sections
March
the
and
so evident were the good results
frightful mass across both tracks
tion.
(2fi Stats., s r,
as amended
tained through them, that a regular
scattering fruit of all kinds promis- 3,by 1891
LIGHT AND HEAVY HARNESS
The woods are full of
Die
21, 1S93, (27
February
act
of
department for their supervision was remedies for Ilaldnoss.
cuously ovi r the side of the mountain, Stats., 470), nntl that said proof will Icnthor, Harness, Saddles, Ijin Rolico,
created and It was deckled t' go Ahead
Wrecking crews from La Junta and e made before I'. S. court commisYou may call anything in creation
Horse Blankets! Etc.
as fast as practicable In establishing a remedy, but to use them Is like lock- Baton, also Las Vegas, were all sent sioner at San Rafael. N. M.. on Fob.
15,
system.
the
Most
of
viz.:
Sarracino,
heirof
over
1906.
the
Pió
them all
ing the stable after the horse Is stolen. to the scene of the wreck as rapidly
Joc Antonio Sarracino, deceased, for
officials of the road are deeply Inter- Baldness and Dandruff are caused as possible.
In lot 1, Sec. 20, Paints,
No.
S.
Oils and tarnishes
Hi
he
C
Engineer Vaughn, Fireman Dwyer lot 2. Sees. 17 nnd327.
ested In these institutions and none by a germ If you don't kill the germ
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
20, and lot 3, Sees.
Corner Flrsr Strrct and Copper Avenoe.
more so than James B. Hurley, the the Rfi-reHead
all
and
lirakeman
Burdett
Roof
Paint I.nst8 Uve Years
Palmetto
16 and 17, T. 10 N
will kill the hair.
R. 7 W.
general manager of the system. It has
He names the following witnesses
Scientists have labored with the side at Baton. The train had gone a
and tops Leaks.
become the opinion of the officials :robtem of a preventative for Bald- distance of nearly three miles down lo prove his actual continuous ad-- i
twenverse
necessary
th.
tract
(julte
possession
of
It
is
as
said
for
for
that
the mountain side before striking the
ness for many years.
Cash Tnld for nidcs and Polls.
ty years next preceding tin- survey of
successful operation of tne road to
Newbro's Herpleide Is the .product curve where It was wrecked.
tho township, via:
Flgueroa.
provide for the comfort of the men if a modern Idea and will euro Dan-druCubero, N. M.: Pablo Lucero, of
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
THERE are people reading our For of
during their leisure hours and their
or CuN. M. Bautista-Rica- ,
and prevent Haldness because Bent
column today who Would inak Cubero.
entertainment as well, at It is to have germs cannot exist when you apply desirable
bero,
N. M.; Juan I). Martinez, of Cutenants
for that vacant house
engines to haul the trains.
. ár
of yours.
There wll bo tomorrow, bero, N. M.
Herpleide.
Any person who Rants fc protest
and there Is time enough for yon
All of these clubhouses, which have
Herpleide is a valuable hair dress- too;
to get your ad in that column tomoragainst the allowance, st skid proof, or
:
recently, and the ing and scalp
been established
Jap-a-La- c
disinfectant as well as row. It should have boon in today. who knows of any .substantial reason
plans for the ones under construction
ure for Dandruff,
th-'
regulation!
laws
of
the
under
and
SHERLOCK HOLMES
and proposed will have similar equipWholesale and Retail Denier In
Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c
interior department why such proof
First Class Work Guaranteed
Couldn't flinl the one man In this should
ment, have all sorts of facilities for in stamps for sample to The Herpl- - town
not be allowed will be given ait
who
wants
drivor
that
saddle
PrlCSt Reasonable
Fresh and Salt Meats
the comfort of the men and their en
Ide Co., Detroit. Mich.
B. II. Brlgg.J ing horse of yours as surely and as .Opportunity at the
e
OUlCkly us a For Sale ad can do; and time and place to
the
Bowling alleys, billiard & Co., special agents.
tertainment.
BAUSAGE a srrciAirr
Sherlock's fee would be larger.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of
118 NORTH SECOND 5TR.F.ET
rooms and small gymnasiums are some
In rebuttal of that subfer
evidence
reading
to
in
addition
of the features
If yon need u carpenter ceiopiionc
CATTLE) AND HOG8 HIGGKST
McSpadden, the exchange mnn. 300 mitted bv claimant.
POR
ae4.sH.s-JSS.SS;.,;..;.
rooms.
Paths are available and In llesselden.
Booth Broadway.
MARKET PRICE PAID
MANTEL It. OTERO, Register.
many of the buildings, and all the new
ones to bo built will have them, are
sleeping rooms which can bo secured
by the men for a nominal sum.
ft B. Russer, who Is the superintendent of these reading rooms, speaks
Complete line of
Flral display of fashion
With great enthusiasm of the Interest
able
being taken by the men In these clubs
STYLISH MILLINERY
nnd of the work which Is being accomSPRING MILLINERY
plished by thnm.
now on dtsplajf on OUT
"One who Is not familiar with the
now on (llapll) on our see-o- n
Store
Albuquerque's
Busiest
and
"can
Mr. Husser,
situation," said
Moor.
Moor.
these
scarcely realize what a boon
STORE
DAYLIGHT
Till:
places are for the railroad working
men and the great benefits, not only
they, but the company, derive front
them. Probably the features of the
clubs which Interest the men the most
are the libraries. We have just order-- 1
ed three thousand new books for the
libraries and these will hardly meet
with the demands for books. Wo are
nlso providing a course of high class
entertainments at the various rooms,
Interesting lectures, and musical attractions of the highest character and
these are being more than well attend- PI It ST slum
LADEN
CASES
BUT BRINGS MANVI M A
of
ed. Through these entertainments we
SPRING GOODS HOW THEY COME. SOT A D
A DELIGHTFUL UI.OOMING OF
are getting tha wives and members of
WITH THE FRESH THINGS FOR SI'RIM.
the employes' families Interested In
the movement, besides providing for
r
As an Instance
their entertainment.
of how these entertainments are appreciated we had to turn away a cou
KAI-KIN THE WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT
CORDS are the best Inexpensive silks made,
ple of hundred persons rrom tne enthe styles this season bi tter than ever, solid colors
tertainment given by the Ladles' Col-6,
Do not fail to visit this department the coming week
seem to lend: of course creams are always wanted, In
umbian Trio at Newton on February
and note the new tpritlf Wash Fabrles In the latest and
because there wus not room for them
fancies, Its neat effects
In the hall.
50c
prettiest of styles.
Price
Spring.
weaves for
"Along In April wo expect to take
Although still early, we are showing very complete .issurtments of the
the Washburn Olee club on a trip to
This will meet the approval of the many women who prefer to make selertlon curly from these first
H
300 pieces to Seleet from, tills lot
YARD
inch Mikado Silk, soft finished Jap Silk, white
most of these clubhouses, where they
GliiKhums,
arrivals which never fall to Include some of the rarest and choicest weaves of the season.
Dress
Domestic
grounds
and
with red, blue pink or black pokodot
Seersucker
the
Plass.
Norman
concerts.
will give
Imported
of
to
llnesl
the
regularly
75s.
In
colors
styles
and
worth
be
to
eiual
hopes
college,
president of the
In dress goods the lending fabrics are Mohairs, Uroadeloths, Voiles, Crepe effects, fancy cheeks,
.V
Special for this week .
Scotch Ginghams.
able to accompany them, and deliver
are
shown.
many
novelties
handsome
Panama Weaves anil Veilings. The new color s are beautiful nnd
a brief lecture at each place.
Mohairs and Sicilians, Mo, 7.V $1.00, SI. .111. $2. (1(1 and S2..V the yard, nil colors and bUck,
Fine
New French Chnlllcs. white nnd colored grounds, Dot",
!.and 20c YARD GO pieces of laofi Printed
"It Is the present plan of the offLM and si.r.o the yard, nil solars ami black.
Voiles in Plain and Nub Effects al 7.v. si.oo.
In
patterns
cloth,
weight
stripes, Ki. rui .uní Dresden Patterns for girls ami
icials of the company to continue the
medium,
Madras, In
Ikht
SS.OO,
Uroadeloths in the new light weights, Chiffon Finish, at $1.2.'., Sl.r.l). SI. 75. S2.0O. $2.50 and
establishment of the clubhouses ana
women gowns and waists
figures, we predict that this cloth
stripes
and
dots,
colors and black.
the remodeling of the old ones until
yard
Per
0c
be one of the host sellers for early season.
will
every
point
there Is a modern one at
Sale on Hedspreud continued one week more at the same special prices as Inst week.
Our
goodly
number
I'ep- 4
on the system whore a
Is, 35 and 38
15 pieces New Sprite Dress G
Inches
All Sheetings and Pillow t'lislngs will be sold this week at special prices quoted lust week:
YARD 25 pieces Mannish Serges, 27 to 28 Inches
of men are employed or make their
I
27
BheStlnff,
4
Peppsrlll
Sheeting,
25c;
wool and Mohairs In
wool,
some
pint
some
4
.ill
wide;
Pepperlll
wash
22
perlll.
wide, this is one of the newest of Spring l!'r.
headquarters."
shadow checks, small plnldss. effects and plain solid
Pleached Sheets and Pillow discs sold this week at low pilo s prevailing last week:
All ready-mad- e
fabrles, looks like wool dress goods, washable, soft
(k-- ;
BbsaS,
81x90 Inch
72x!H Inch Pleached Sheets,
55;
50-- ;
Inch
Sheets.
3x80
colors. The usel (i5c goods-Spe- cial
Sheets,
Inch
patterns.
Wanted n Plate of Flj Specks.
neat
54x"
material, comes in handsome,
50x38
45x38,
the
$2.00
15c;
do;
12
50c
und
Pillow
Cases,
In
the
at
4Jx:!ti
70c;
dropped
Sheets,
mnn
Inch
05c; liiixtHi
A traveling
t'Oc
each.
Inches
30
Inches.
Cambric,
Harvey house and picked up the bill
Manchester
75 pieces
YARD
12
Is, 38 and 40 luches
10 pieces New Spring Dress Q
Fine even
of fare, says the San Bernardino
wide. The very best Percale made.
waltzwide in two toned check effect, plaids, solid, Colors
A petite maiden
Times-Indeworth
putterns;
new
ull
In
the
colors,
weave, fast
and fancy Molutlrs
ed up to the counter to take his order
16c yer ynrd 12
or
expression
of
change
6V
Special
a
without
and
a twinkle of the eye, he said:
Percale,
II
Island
Sea
.
pieces Pennant
phase."
,.f
lit YARD GO complete
50 pieces New White Goods Just received this week In
"A plate of
line of dark and light grounds,
Inches wide;
Coyly the maiden looked at him but
j
atnnll neat designs, all new Spring styles
Nadk
Women's
Washable
Whits
ft
fast colors per yard lfp
75c, 50c, 3,V, 25c and 15c
his order was not changed and In
van!
Per
Collars
consisting
wear,
Tab
of
she
doubt as to what the man wantedprob-lcr5
2
to
K.lges
Insertions,
nnd
o
and Turnovers, the entire lot
went to the manager with the
75c YARD New Kmbroldered Linen Waist Patterns.
stylish
vldad Into four lots as follows: S Inches wide. 10c and LV tho yd.
colorH are: New nnd
of
combination
Only
to 8 yds S
Containing from 2
,,,,,.
Among this assortment of 1500
with
ground
The mnnager wrathfully went to the
white
figure;
white
with
ground
blue
(
traveling man and asked him what he
left
In
ends
piece,
short
With
ground
the
o
hello
llgure;
'"rth In the regular way lo 2Gc
15c
i,(T No.
Choice at
Iilnk. areen, blue, or black
meant by ordering
patplae- - ?
In
3Sic- lhn
Fmbroldery
waist
Sale
our
These
Choice "t Lt0
from
blue.
nn1
with
ground
linen
white
Chole at
..25c
"Oh. well," returned the drummer.
made
Made of White Lawn, Ilallste Net and
ed on center tables ul about
13c the yard.
and
tern lengths only nnd very special.
Rt
a8c
j
"If you haven't them you should take
open
,ohoco
sleeve,
bridge
long
front
nnd
buck;
and
with
$3.00
half prices.
r am Mi lf'hnte nt .. . .15c
Per Pattern
them from your menu. Olve me a
Lace Remnants left from our
unpretentous and elaborately trimmed
with emham and, over."
of short ends nnd broken
sale
double
aro
of
Most
worth
applique.
these
i
and
broidery,
laces
35 pieces Fine Silk Organdies In the very latest of fancy
All prices from $1.00 up
Santa Fe Man Gels Fortune,
J sets at about half regulur prico.
tho price asked.
patterns and color effects, per yd..50o, llfto, nnd 2,1c
at
chef
the
former
the
Smith,
P
F.
Tapeka Bnnta Fe hospital, who came
Into uu inheritance through the death

Special Sale of 75 Heavy
Weight Suits; sold lest
year at $20,00
g s
special Price,, yft J J
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Consisting of White Goods, Sheeting's. Tillcbv Casing's, Peady
Made Sheets, Peady to Use Cases, Hed Spreads, Crashes,
Embroideries, Laces. AH the big Values of last tvceK are continued for this ivecKbut in addition tve shall sell ffetv
Dress Goods, fleto SilKs and fletv Spring Wash Fabrics at Special Trices.
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Swiped the Forge,
matter at the poetofflce at Albuquerque, N. M
Entered as
Douglas thieves stole a blacksmith
under act of congress of March 3. 1879.
forge.
THE MORNING JOI It NAL l THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
OP NEW MEXICO, st PPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OP THE REPUBI4-CAstole the I'ie.
DOUgiai thieves robbed the Palace
PARTI ALL THE TIME AVIi THE Mi l Hons Of THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
cafe of all the pie In the house.
The ciil) i;ipcr
ici ul. in. in than iikv Othet iiuimt iii New Mciloo.
Rooster Club,
t New Mcjdco issued every day In the year,
The Indi inians in Las Vegas are orHoosier
ganizing the New Mexico
The Morning Tim inst I luis a higher circulation rating than Is accorded
club.
to any other imper In Albuquerque or any other dally tn New Mexico." The
American Newspaper Directory.
One of Valencia's Victims.
A Blsliee man named Saygol Wat
TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION.
among the victims of the wrack of the
. .15.00
Dally by mall, one year In advance
. . .0 steamer Valencia.
Dally, by carrier, ene month
. . .
.50
Dally, by mall, one month
Brady Pull of Botes,
NEW MEXICO Brady Howard is slowly recovering
ALBUQUERQUE
from the effects of getting badly shot
up by a gang of tramps in Tombstone.
MONDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 12, moo.
Burglar to the Bail.
A burglar named Perez was shot
and seriously wounded in Douglas the
other day by Constable Splawn. He
will probably cash In.
H.

second-clas-

,
.

Abraham Lincoln

Someone

5-

$15.00.

COR

ao
nireraary o( the birth of Abraham Lin-l- n
American history and this we Bay
charada
degree our respect and venera
In
slightest
th
thout compromising
tion for the Father of his Country, or any of the others upon Colum
bia's glorious roll of immortal names that were not born to die. We do notknow
of anyway In which we oonld more fittingly observe the day than by reproducing
Iti this Connection the "Gettysburg Address," delivered at the dedication of a
Soldiers' cemetery, on the Qettysburg battlefield. Edward Everett, one of the
most finished orators the country has ever produced, was the chief speaker 0Í
th6 occasion, but his profound and scholarly oration, which occupied two
houis in its delivery, has long been forgotten, even by those who heard it,
White Lincoln's plain and unpretentious "tulk," of less than three minutes, and
Which was considerad at the time merely one of the minor incidents of the
gay, is now regarded w herever the language IS Spoken as one of the noblest of
endure:.
our English classics, and one that will live while fn govern i
among men. Mere it Is in full:
"Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this eonU
ru nt a new nation, conceived In liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that
all nu n are treated equal. Now we are engaged In a great civil war, testing
Whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and dedicated, can long
endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come tu
dedicate i portion Of that field as I DnSl resting plate for those who gave their
It is altogether fitting and proper that we
Uvea thai that union might live.
should do this. Hut. in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate we cannot consecra!" WS innol hallow this ground. The brave men. living nnd dead,
who struggled lu re, have consecrated it far above our poor power to add o
det rat '. The world will little note, nor long remember, what we say here,
hut it can never forget what they did here. It Is for us, the living, rather, to
I,.dedicated here to the Unfinished work Which they who fought here have
thus fn no nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
gn at task remaining before US that from these honored dead we take devotion to thai cause for Whit h they gave the last full measure of devotion that
that this
WO lore highly resolve that these dead shall not have died In vain
nation, under Ood Shall have a new birth Of freedom and that government
of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth."
a
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and Samples. Bound
like Rvigs.
....

$2,200.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

J. D. EMMONS

Isit for you?

It sure won't last long

Cor. Coal nnd 2nd St.
Colo. 'Phone, Rod 177

Wholesale S Retail

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Phone 474
25c A BOTTLE

25c A BOTTLE

William's Liquid Antiseptic
SoaLp and Shampoo

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ascitic.

Delightful and benefielal Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff."
leaves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt as Is the case witn most
shampoos. Also refreshing when used In the bath

MELINUEAKIN

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY
Both Phones

WHOLESALE

Liquor Q Cigar Dealer

Blue Front.

Exclusive Agents for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
Moet & Chandon White Seal (Siam-riagnSt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
and Jos. Schllts Milwaukee Mottled
Owners and Distribute
and
Beers,
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
Write for our Illustrated Cataleeuf
nd Price List
Automatic Telephone, lit.
Salesrooms. Ill South First Street.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO

117

West Railroad Avennc.

o.

Four fine lots, on

FOR SALE

cor-

ner, close in, 4tli word, $1,000.00. Sec
me q1 unce if yoti want the be sit bargain offered today in a resilience
It wmi't last long.

L. B. Putney

loca-tio-

fcstabllshed 1878

n.

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
for

Agent

Mitchell

Wipns

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Six-roo-

Albuquerque

W. P. ME TCALF

F.s.fcwin

Novelty Works

Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

T

c Received
A Large
Shipment of Bicycles
including

.Money

to Loan.

321 Gold Avenue

.1 ti

CLEVELAND'S

COLUMBIAS

CRESCENTS
RAMBLERS
W ESTER FIELD
TRIBUNES
AND BTARMER BICYCLES

Ie4eeoeeee4oee4e4e4e

O

Baldridge's is the Place

Before Baying Come in and Look Over
Our Stock

;

FOR LÚMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
indovvs, Doors, Taints, Oils, Brushes,
stock of
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

MYER

Estate

V

m.

lengths,
Body Brussels,
90c and up
bound
lengths,
kWi"ton Velvet,
$1.25 und up
bound
Remnants in velvet, brussels,
and ingrain large enough for
IOC
small rooms, upwards from

Six-roo- m

Hos-we-

f Hr

i

iDERN
HOUSE. ON
SOUTH FIFTH
STREET:
CLOSE IN

6-

WOOTTON

'

I

,M(

32 1 SOUTH SECOND STREET
city
to
a
up
working
a
plan
large
LOfl ANOEI.ES ll now
make of herself
Without watting the Blow process" Of time. The plan is to take Into the cor- We are Hie Leading Drujwsts
ill the towns and villages for about fifteen miles in every direction,
poraU
and thus hive a Mg town, both in population and In area, and get it all a!
of the Southwest
once. That would make Los Angelas about as big in the matter of acres, us
Albuquerque would be If Wi should extend our corporate limits from
And carry the lnrgpst slock
on the north, to Islets on the south, and from the base of the Banduw
Drugs,
Chemicals, Toilet Arof
Shun the Dope.
on the east, to the volt snoea on the west. That would look"a little like overGovernment investigation begins to
ticles and Fancy Goods between
doing It.
show that the patent medicinas aro WE HAVE FOR SALE
Denver and Los Angeles.
dangerous. People have unintentionTHE cÓlOSSSl holdings of 1'ncle Sam'.i strong box excite the Interest and ally been for years sacrificing their
sooth-ini- r A
few small ranches. NMStaf from
perhaps the envy of the rest of the world. Never before was there so great a own babies by feeding the
prepared foods and DOB"
svruns.
three to ten acres each! all under
quantity of the precious metals gathered in one place, and subject to a single trams.
Oltch and under hiyli state of culticonsult a physician when
A SPECIALTY
PRESCRIPTIONS
control, as there is BOW In the treasury In Washington, which now holds III" your child Is sick. Don't pour him
vation.
etpir rnous sum Of l,t7, 054,011 n gold and silver coin and bullion. It is full of patent dope. Roswell Record.
K. desirable lot- - in the different adIttcky fur modern CVlllsatlon thai there are no outlying barbarians ready to
ditions to the city.
Mill Coming' Off in Biabes,
'
of Iptlltillg this V.ISt hfCI 1(1.
is
pugibe teinpt'd I'V tile
Rid Sullivan, the
Lowney's, Gunther's and Whito have several small cottage, well
of Denver, has been matched for
list
in. for sale on reasonable terms.
as
man's Candies Always Fresh
a finish light with Jack MeKeever. the
Hisi
pugilist. Messrs. Mills an I
X ash, of BisbeS, are backing Sullivan.
Black 144
The fight is to be pulled off in about Colo.
tWO weeks. $280 each Mis. The arena
has not been selected, but will probJ. II. O'Rielly Company
.
Well known, the inevitable effect tif
IS general!
IS Forakcr amend- - ably be on the Mexican
line near
Druggists, Bar n c it Building
lUellt to III Joint statehood bill will be to kill tin measure) by giving Naco,
the , orpor. Ions control of the situation, and scat ely any one doubts
Italian! Has the Bee.
Free Delivery to any part of
o would not like to
th ' this is the purpose of It, Certain sens
Informe.
The RSCOrd Is reliably
the city.
Hoarding Horses a Specialty,
he terttorlss at the th.it Colons! chulés u Ballard has
take the odium of voting openly against the admlse
Saddle Horses.
urging of his many
W. Silver Avenue. .Minium rune
behest of the mining Corporations, can reach tin- same end Under the pre- - yielded to thewill be a candidate for
friends and
text that they are opposed to foil ing the peopl of Arizona into the union the democratic nomination for snarl's
The St. Elmo Sample and
against their will.
of Chaves county. Should he be nom. Thornton, the Expert
Club Rooms
passed Ins house, a inated the Record predicts that he will
U submitted to tin' people as provided III the bill as
is NOT
he elected by the largest majority of
DEAD
COnStitUtlOfl for the Joint state uotild DC approved by th" people of ouch tcrri-th- s
Choice Liquors f.crvod. A Good Place
any man on the democratic ticket.
TRY HIM ON STEAM CARPET
hopelessness o Roswell Record.
lory by a good majority, The corpora toins would set
CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
to while away the weary hours.
SHIPPING AND GENERAL BOI SE All the Popular Games. Keno every
attempting to overcome the aggregate majority of the two territories, and the
"
BTOVE REPAIRING,
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
fcM Him Down."
',' NNIS;
people would be left free to settle the Question in their own way, in which
1
Nights.
"" '' r "!
While Justice of the Peace Burnetl
u ii territory would five e majority In favor of admission. No one at ail
JOSEPH BAHNETT,
was resting from his Judicial duties Proprietor
PREdH EGGS From 1 to I 120 W. Bnllroad Ave.
(miliar ith the situation doubts ihh (act Bui lot Arizona, slons, have power yesterday aftern
cOnstahle from I FO
Mornings
to
Telephone
Old
"".v
up
him
ild
d
him
and
ourt
WOUld
bis
corhunt.
measure,
as it
to Kill the
have andar the forakcr amendment, the
h id been
ommltted
np
rime a hi.-xn-- i a v
very few thousand votes in of
porations would have tO buy or Import only
it I toll's saloon. Complaint had been
addition to those which they prat th ally own already, to vote down the consti- mods tgslQsl an Impecunious player.
POULTRY YARD
thus defeat the will of more than four times as many free voters He had taken a position by the rou-- i
,T. T. HARGER, PROP.
tution.
It tte wheel, and with the air of a man
In the two territories
TELEPHONE. Iil l LMiti
who has money in his pocket told th''
An ) tioti held In Arizona under the provisions of this amendment
dealer to consider a bet of one dollar
would furnish SR exhibition Of open Mid unblushing corruption that would on a córtalo number, The number
fo" t Tanimuny hall to take a back seat, and throw the greatest efforts of tost. He kept up this play until he
Dim III A London! Props.
Tweed, Kelly and Murphy Into the shade. It would cause a national scandal was in $25. when the dealer bagan
his winning- Children's Photos a Specialty
SAI OON, RE8TAIJB INT AND
and a national disgrace. Tic corporations have set aside Arizona as their to become hfretfulnot about
seen.
Re SSfcod
id
ROOMING ROUSE
which he
Auto Phone 320
'
own Special rc etv.it Ion," nnd they dO BOl propose to let the lTnlted States the player to liquidate.
The player
' I I. s l
N
H
I
s
o.
I"
T
E
T
i
money:
no
government or the Arleona people Interfere with their "vested rights'' if then disclosed that he had
l
his Jaw-- J
money t in pre vent it. They .ire determined that Arizona shall not come KNtO Ithit he had been excrclf-lnthe union until It inn come under conditions which will cable them to hoi, I bones.
Oomphdn! was made In the consla-- 1
It as their own rotten horough. and union with NOW HontoO would forever hie. who conveyed the de tier's tale j
lOtOOl this Scheme, heme If Arizona, alone. Is given the power, under the of WOO to the Justice. After the reía- 10 raker intendment, to defeat joint statehood, the corporations' win see to it tioti Ihe constable asked the Justice;
I
go hack and arrest him'.'";
that enough money to defeat it is fnt th onung. no mutter what sum may be '"Shall
"V i," replied the Justice: "go ha k
required.
and tll the dealer to cut him down."
'
Phoenix Republican.
THI QorasM empire Ih remarkably prosperous, writse Consul Ostnun of
Big Rocks Brake the pipe,
Stuttgart. The kingdom of Wurtemhurg. Which may he ikeii as a sample. ' Ell Glclae,
superintendent of Ihe
they don'l mine much now. An easier way
Cal I fornlans raise gold
htOrOaasd Us eCportS to the UnHod States during the drat ten and n half water works, and his force of men
The al- It Is now obtained by farming.
ti found than that!
has
busl-rieUne
to
s
the pipe
finished Ihe repairs
months of HfOr. 30 per conl over those of the same period In IftOt. Great
In my of nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat,
clothes, comfortable
activity esUts all over Germany, says Mr. OtMSjn, ind labor experts ' from the reservoir to the spring at
alfalfa and other products of the soil Into g
the head of the line. The stone pipe
residences, and assuring bank accounts. 'TIs being don every day In
declare that any one willing to work can readily llnd employment.
hnd been luoketi by large rocks
Californio. Wouldn't It pay you to Inquire Into this? Better yet,
which became loosened above the
why nut go there?
A KHENCH scientist over in fañada, announces that he ha discovered a line and tore down the
mountain
MO,
before
rarrylng everything
process of smelting by elei tn It y. w hich will enable him to produce pig Iron for
them In their plunge. Trece were
what It now COStS to put that product on the market.
about one-haThe re- broken off like pipe tems.
cent thaw and perhaps the earthquake
pat
In
a
not
to
regrets
co
is
he
position
Motor
that
stand
in California and In man)
THE Sultan of
From AHnaOfleaigno to almost aO point
of last week aided In the landslide, hut
stop-oc- r
privileges. On sale dally, Febplaces In Arlzowi.
the latter statement Is only a guess.
the tariff.
ruary II to April 7, lilOfi. Tourist sleepers dully on fast trains.
There are now" nine feet of water In
Harvey meals. For particulars, apply to
the reservoir. Flagstaff Sun.
THE Washington Star suspe, ts that a bookkeeper who works for a
packing company has to know more than double entry.
IF TOD TRADE WITH F. O.
Pit ATT A CO.. YOIT ABE SI'HE OF
The Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fc Railroad Company.
appears to be bearing up bravely under the shock of the GETTING THE FINEST GROCERCaul
AT REASONABLE PRICES. SH
IES
muy
City
never
Dow
,..h
Tiinsa.
rep rl th
relyrn. Kausas
H. SECOND si Ki l l
lo

M

SALE,

House, with business room,
lot (0x100 feet. South Third street.
$1.500.00.
- rciom House with lots 50x14 2 feot,
on a corner near In. Price, $i,000.
house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This property Is In one
of the best locations In this city,
and Is for sale at $5,500.
house, North Fourth street,
with 3 lots 75 xl42 feet, near in.
Price. $3.6C0.
Lots on North Fourth street
House and lot on South Walter street,
brick, 5 rooms,
Brick house and lot on West Coal
$2,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Brick house. 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
Smashed the Till
North Second street,
Robbers entered M. S. Vinnle's esprice, $2.650.
tablishment In Douglas, smashed the
house, lot 36xl4S, stable, etc.;
cash register with a butcher's cleaver
$950.
and absconded With the contents.
brick house, nearly new, modern improvements, at $3,160, on
Bent lllm With a Beer Bottle.
North 4th street.
Mrs. Con Oshea, of Douglas, beat
house, Coal avenue, $2.700.
unup
bottle
a
beer
with
husband
her
room house, lot 76x132 feet, in Highwas
because
she
was
unconscious
til he
lands; good location; $1,150.
brick house, Tijeras avenue;
Jealous. He is at death's door and
fine location; $3,300.
modem,
she hopes to pull him through.
- room house, furnishei, good location, $1150.00.
its" Future Home.
- room brick house, corner Marquette
Miss Sadie Dalton and John Oliver
avenue, and North
6th street;
Jr., were married last week In Jewett,
$3,200.
couple
county,
where the
San Juan
frame tn one of the beat
locations on Broadway at a bar
will make "its" future home. After
gain:
modern
the wedding there was a reception Fine nine-roohouse: modern, South
an,i dance. Trinidad Chronicle-NewBroad wa": $4.000.
South Edith
house,
English Plunks out.
street; fine location; $1,900,
gav
house on North Second street,
At Tucson Judge Campbell
In good repair; $1,650,
Judgment for $14.000 in the ease of
the Territory vs. Allan EL English. Three hundred and twenty acre ranch.
hav alfalfa, grafted fruit trees.
This was brought to collect taxes
good buildings, etc.
which English is said to owe the city Seven-rooframe, three lots N. Third
Tucson.
of
st. $2,700.
S. Third st,
brick house..prms.
$3.000: reasonable
Dishwasher Carved Up.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Mixed up In a drunken brawl an Good ranches near the city for eale
at reasonable prices.
Italian dishwasher named Tito B renHouses for Rent.
Insurance.
ta DO was badly cut In the chest by Fire
Rents Collected. Taxes Palci. and
Mexican,
Tucson.
at
charge
a
taken of oropertr for
Ricardo I'riva.
entire
residents and
UriVS escaped
and the police and
sheriff's men are looking for him.
E. H. DVNHAR I CO
Gold Avenue and Third Street.
Corner
A Touch of the Strenuous.
past
boy
the
wife
sick
and
With his
wsek the Record editor lias buen experiencing a touch of the strenuous
He has even learned to wash
life.
FIRE INSURANCE
dishes, but has no time Just now to
REAL ESTATE
write out his method In detail.
LOANS
Record.
Automatic Phine 451
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMMO BUILDING
Deserves n Medal,
A dentist
is In jail for marrying
three women whom he wooed and
&
won while lllllng their teeth. A man
affection
a
woman's
win
can
who
Dealers in Real
while hammering her molars deserves
a medal rather than punishment.
123 South Third i trcct
Tucson Citizen.
3-
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Snecial dale

"C-A

FIVE-ROO-

RATES OF INTEREST.
FOR RENT.
House. 8. Fifth st.. $2!.00.
House, S. Fifth St.. $25. oo.
HMD! House. North Arno $12.00.
House. North Broadway. $l.r.
House. South Broadway. $12.
- room House. North Arno St., $12.00.
- room House.
Broadway.
North

4-
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Y is the ii i n
tn, the grandest

A Bargain for

NEW TELEPHONE 40S.
MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW

s

N

c

Monday. February 12, 1908.

fHE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

SOUTH FIRST STREET,

light-weig-

.

The Foraker Amendment

Phone.

ti. BlaLL

JÍ

HS

Livery, Feed and Sale

.STABLES..

1

The First National Bank will rent you a Bafe Deposit Box for 11.6s
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

-

i

H

e
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me RJO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Sash and Doors

Paint and Glass
Contractors' Materials

i

i

THIRD

i

I

ft

MARQUETTE

en

i

Both Phonei

i

i

i

RICO HOTEL

I

StttCkto

Madam Gross
MAKES A SPECIALTY
OF HP - TO - DATK
TAII.OIt-MAD-

E

1

Shirtwaists and

Cheap Rate to
California

Walking Skirts
LADIES ARE INVITED
TO CALL, AND C.r.T

PRICES ANli EXAMINE
THE NEWEST SI 'III.NO
BTTU9B

I

Only $25

lf

j

I

.

I

T. E. PURDY,

Agent,

jest

RBOBIVBD PROll
NEW YOIIK AND PARIS.

i

Madam Gross
Room

LADIES TAILOR
(
Block,
orner Third
street mu! Railroad Ave.
2fl, RfoM

C

ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who havk

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columnar

Monday, February

GREAT BASE BALL

The ever uniform quality of
Blatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery

.YOURS

un-deviati-

ALBUQUERQUE

BLATZ

Frank 6. Selee Plans New
Mexico League.
NOW

IN FAYWOOD
FOR BENEFIT

OF HEALTH

TOO-WE'-

TÁ0

Start cf Quality- -

RE

IN LUCK TO
HAVE THE SALE OF

WIENER

'Railroad Ate.

THE FAMOUS

OSTERMOOR

BEER

The most critical exactness is
exercised in every process.
That's why Blatz Beers are
always the same.

SPRINGS

f

OUR
"LUCK PIECE

UNIFORMITY

MANAGER MAY COME

Tt

PAGE FIVE.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1.

12. 1906.

CREATIONS

And
to be able to buy
it right here at home for we sell at

ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale Dealers.

wide, 25 lbs.,
- - 30 lbs.,
wide, 35 lbs.,
- - 40 lbs.,
wide, 45 lbs.,

2 feet 6 inches
3 feet wide 3 feet 6 inches
4 feet wide 4 feet 6 inches

Hada In two lüita

Wo.

$8.35
10.00
11.70
13.35

oo

15.1)1)

uxtra

Automatic Phone

Hat

This pretty little Sming Walking
Hat is one of the prettiest ones 01
the collection, it Is nicely and clev- crly made of braided hair. In several colors. Priced lit

Colorado I'lione r7

B22.

:tII-SI.-

Albnquerque, New Mexico

West Silver Avenue,

1

soon after s o'clock last
the mercury taking a tumble of about
fifteen degrees ill less tlUM two hours
According to the weather report the
Wet weather will continue today and
possibly Tuesday over a large portion
of New Mexico. There are people who
are beginning to believe that the
ground hog was about right in his
prophecy.
OUrred

REO

MOUNTAINEER

STILL LINGERS
IN

n'l-ht- .

A

good many Albixiuerque people
have bean wondering what ha become
of the Ron Mountaineer, the famous
automobile Which is crossing the continent in charge or Percy Meg&rgel.
The last escapad in which the Reo
Mountaineer ligured was getting stuck
in the QUlcfcaandfl of the Uio Puerco.
Tin tale of the escape of the Boo
from the quicksands has been told
With various senwitlon.il
adornments.
A

STORAGE!
THE

SECURITY

STORAGE!

WAREHOUSE

hooks.

hnlnes

T's.
niMtUbliidcrs

aml

UTHGOW & CO..
to the ProtTWMJV, Husl- At ihc Journal Htico.
Mun.
iioHH
If you need a carpenter, telephone
aeaaelden.

Come and Have First
Choice of This Great
Stock of Ready to Wear

,

A. E. WALKER

.
axle.
However that may he the Reo Is
FIRE INSURANCE
now In Gallup. The experts are stll'.
tinkering with the machine and still Secretary Mutual Building Association
digging sand out of the hall hearing
Office In .1. (' BnMrllge' Lumber
Whit' the motorists are resting and
and dry Yard. Automatic Phone :tJI.
waiting for good weather
roads. It is expected that the machine will really show up in Albuquerque In a week or two and continue Its adventurous career eastward.
At the present rate of progress the
devil wagon ought to got to Chicago
before the last of the present year.

Hats,

Many of which we only have one each, thus Insuring an
clusive style. The prices range from

WEATHER MAN SAYS THERE

A

THE PINCREE

r

Scar.

JVetv

ill' can
Is

buying

Prof. Dean's

King Cactus Oil
Illy nircs

Sp

for,

...

i.ttriunii",

3

cum, lp fatal, knUaM,
one-- , cnnppcu iiunin.

ira

!

iriitC'lmn. cir urul prepaid t,y l tie
mnufactdrer, OLNEV it McDAIO.
Clinton. Iowa, II unr lriiKi.il cuiiu.it
15

O

TIlI'V'l'i'

lit

Vll III

on, Is thai

Trouble

SNI'tl-EAS-

Is

The easiest, pretty hoots

feeling

Y

plenty
In

enough

the land are

GLORIAS.
Pingree Made, for sale only
in Albuquerque by . . .

I

.

'1

O

It.

-

"111

Denied wire cuta on onlmnls. on
una all hurts
;i tad iv roll, mansa,
of roar, or beast.
unit
Ixiltlc. ia
At it.glit". In I"'.'.
ie.

K

boot Is going to he coinfiirtable
It

not there, don't take them.

without

!

Interested In
Spring Footwear come In
and let us show you the
Plngrce
new things In
Sll,

tell whether
you first put

whei

"t
v rw.it ssttsTMClSOq,
BMth!iriitiil hnr)ItiP: lliiltnitll KINU CACTUS
OIL in it letVM h -

rain and other uncertain elements,
there Is to he at least one more day of
unsettled weather with a probable
continuance of tho wetness that has
been the chief feature of the past two
days.
Yesterday reports from all sect iocs
of central New Mexico tell of rain or
snow, heavy snow fall being reported
In the nearby mountain ranges, while
tho rain has been general In the low
country.
A decided drop In temperature oc- -

Ladies
If you are

SHOE FOR WOMEN
M

The fine Italian climate of central
New MeglCO has received another sebonis
vere jolt in the past twenty-fou- r
and according to the man in Washington who manuges the winds and the

If

-- $3.50

IN

T

ex-

to

Without

"

il'1

I'or

MM

'B.IlfeldtgLCo

liy

ALL

ENTERPRISING
DRUGGISTS.

you mill Find It Here'

New Spring Goods

Our eastern buyer, now in Chicago
is rushing all our new goods to us.
Some of them have already arrived,

including

...

Nobby Young Men's Suits
Swell Shirts,

New Neckwear,

New Gloves,

Full Dress Suits

Dale.

That
loose
special

Afford a great range for a choice
Never in the history of
selection.
the store have we shown the variety as we do this season for this
price. The cut shown here only
gives you a glance at what to expect. Every one Is a beauty.

iioni

tarry awhile

DON'T FOnOKT
while our hobby runs to the
make
leaf systems we still
ruled and bound account
A book mado to suit your
save time, natlence, energy

The $5 Values

COMPANY

n. FTJRN-TXJRMil safely keep your PI
TRUNKS. VEHICIiKS, MERCHANDISE, MACHINERY
and any
article, largo or small, for any length
of time, in their new and
torage warehouse,
at reasonable
According to newspaper accounts it Dies. .Alone) Loaned on goods Stored.
was released h.v an MftBKitiake, twist
OFFICES: GRANT BLOCK
d out by a cyclone, elevated with a
PHONES
seventy-fiv- e
borne, power air ship, dug
by
nt by Indian's, and pulled out
mountain lions hitched to the front

er

$3.50 Value

this popular price we show a
gn at variety, mainly" because this
price Is that many women do not
care to put any more into a Street
hkt This cut will give you an
Idea of about what kind of a hat
Pome anil
W offer for this price.
look oyer this assortment we show.
All
the newest colorings are
shown.
At

GALLUP

IS MORE WET

'jljy.

$4.50 Each

Will-lam-

"Doctor" F.ustorgln Moreno will
In
the county Jail at
Tucson. ThP "doctor" Is the gentleman who han been administering th"
"gold euro" to Ignorant people. He
had his preliminary hearing hefore
Justice Dale and was bound over to
await the action of the grand Jury.
He failed to furnish 1500 hond required to gain his temporary freedom.
The "doctor" maintained at 'th
preliminary hearing that his "gold
cure" was the real article. He contended that he cured by boiling uny
article of Jewelry that contained gold.
The "doctor" declined to divulge what
became of the Jewelry after It was
boiled on the ground that he would
lie giving up professional secrels.
He was charged with defrauding
The woman did
Mrs. LOS de Ochoa.
not have enough Jewels of her own
to effect a cure and borrowed some
from her neighbors. Then the "doctor" vamosed. He told the Justice
that he went Into a trance and awoke
at Red Hock minus his hat. His
lalp did not sound good to Justice

y

One of Our $4.50 Values

MURPHY & PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables

,

tall-end-

. . .

FOR STREET WEAR
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Furniture, Riiis, Crockery, Glassware
Corner Second Street and CopjxT Avenue

th

Ma-din- a,

WOMEN'S

UN

WMMñ

Ostermoor prices and our guarantee as well as
Ostermoor's goes with every one we sell. Built,
not stuffed, the Ostermoor is the acme of mat
tress satisfaction and comfort.

FIFTY PEOPLE

7- -

FIRST SHOWING IN THE NEWEST

You're in lucU

Forced to remain in the southwest
Albuquerque, New riezlco.
for a considerable time fur his health,
Alway tho Same Good Old "Blata
Frank G. Selee, for three seasons
manager of pennant winning Boston
National League teams, and until the
GO
BLANKET
latter part of last season manager of A
the great Chicago National Leagui
team, has turned his attention to base
ball in the local field and is moving for
the organization of a league to take
IS WOVEN FOR
In three of the larger towns in New
Mexico, El Paso, Texas, and perhaps
an Arizona team. Plans for the formation of this proposed league are
EVERY OAT
ISO ALICE
still in a formative state, but with a
man of the executive ability of the
former national leugue manager at the
head of the movement, something of
a definite and satisfactory nature
GREAT CHASM NEVER BEFORE
SQUAW ON RESERVATION
seems very likely to come from it.
Mr. Selee is now in Fay wood Hot
VIEWED BY SO MANY TOURISTS
BUSY WITH WEDDING GIFT
Springs In Grant county, where he has
been for some time taking the baths
The
which forced him to
"About fifty tourists a day. on an
President Itoosevelt Is said to prist
retire from the active management
of the Chicago National league team few of the many gifts he has received average, visit the ('.rand Canyon of
before the end of the last season has more than the handsome Navajo the Colorado at Rrlght Angel now."
passed away to a large extent, and he blanket woven tor him by Elle, of Qa said a Harvey system employe to the
U ready to get into the game again nado, in Albuquerque, and presented Morning Journal yesterday. "It Is reFor several days past correspondence to him upon the occasion of his visit markable how the travel keeps up.
lias been passing between Mr. Selee In this city two years ago. It will be An extra sleeper has been put on the
and Albuquerque and El Paso men, remembered that the blanket had night train from Williams to handle
who are interested in baseball, and woven Into Its fabric by the deft fing the crowds from No. 8. the California
this correspondence has led to a d( f- ers of the Navajo woman, a legend Limited, on which train most of the
Thirty or
inite understanding that Mr. Selee is which makes the chief executive an canyon sightseers arrive.
at least to look over the field very honorary member of the Commercial forty get off the limited every night
thoroughly in the immediate future club of Albuquerque. It was one of to go to see the Pig Hole. The El
He will eome to Albuquerque within the most unique gifts r ceived on his Tovar Is tilled to Its capacity almost,
and never in the history of the Bant
the next ten days and It Is probable southwestern trip.
It is now rumored that the pi-- si- Fe has the Titan of Chasms proveí
that he will make his headquarter!
here. Pcfore coming to Albuquerque de ill's daughter, Miss Alice Roosevelt, such an attraction. Probably that Is
Mr. Selee will go to Bl Paso, where who Is soon to become the bride of because it has never been so extensive,
he will take up the all Important ques- Congressman Nicholas I.ongworth on ly advertised. Tlien, too. the service
tion of rates with the division pass- Saturday next, Is also to receive a Na- to the canyon was never before so perfect, making it as easy and comfortenger agent of the Santa FV, the road vajo blanket from far away New Mexs
which will he used chiefly by the ico as one of her wedding gifts. It Is able to go out to the rim from
as to go on through to the
understood that a skillful weaver out
teams in the proposed league.
At present it seems probable that on the reservation under orders from coast. Of course, there never was a
teams will be invited from El Paso, some of Miss Alice's rough rider ad- hotel like the Bl Tovar and naturally
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Las Ve- mirers has woven another gay fabric, that Is one of the greatest inducegas, and in the event that Santa Fe which will lie similar in design to the ments to eat and Bleep In luxury
president's treasure, but with a differ- amid the very wildest and grandest
does not care to come into the n
rangement, then the extending of an ent motto traced in the richly colored scenery in America. Hut if the travel
keeps
as it is now I think the comInvitation to one of the larger Arizona wool. Miss Alice Is said to be particutowns easy of access from New Mexico. larly fond of the bright Navajo blank- pany will have to run a dally exclusive
ets, and the one now being executed Grand CanyoTI train from Chicago and
Has Made Great Record.
Los Angeles."
The effort to organize a New Ui xlco will probably please her greatly.
baseball league has been made before
and it has failed, chiefly because of
WILL BE BAO
BOMBARDS
SHEEP
HOMBRE
and effective or- 200,000
lack of
ganization and through unfavorable
rates on the railroads. This latter disTENT OF SANTA EE
advantage It Is now believed can be
overcome and with Mr. Selee at the
head of the organization it Is confTHIS YEAR
idently expected by men who know
his record in baseball that he can
make the plan win.
Hon. Chirles H. Bayloss returned
On last Monday one Ignacio
Mr. Selee won fame In the lloston
who had been Indulging a little
National League team. For four sea- this morning from I'hoenlx where he
sons the team carried off the pennant, had been for several days on busi- too freely In "bOQM" hoarded No. 7
was put off the train at Supal
playing remarkable baseball, and it Is ness, says tin?
He and
Tucson Citizen.
says the Williams News. Prom there
worthy of note that when Mr. Selee
went to the Chicago National League stated that large flock of sheep are he strolled down the track till Bupai
pond was reached. The company has
team the Boston aggregation Imme- arriving at Phoenix from the coundiately slumped Into a place well down ties In the northern part of the ter- two watchmen at that point night
ritory and that the Capital City Is full and day the men being Thomas Henthe line.
der and Alva Wagerman.
In Chicago the manager took hold of wool buyer,
It Is estimate, that at least 200,-00- 0
Mender was just washing the dinner
of a team that had been a hopeleM
sheep will lie driven Into Phoenix dishes, he says, when rhe Mexican arand at once brought It up
Into the fighting for first place with and sheired there anil then taken rived, and Wagerman was lying In
the New York and Pittsburg team! liaek to the ranges In the northern his bed. Madina started into the
The yield of tent and Hender told him to clear out.
where It has since remained. Ill hi altb part of the territory.
forced him to give up all work dur- wool will amount to about 1,200.000 Thereupon Madina reached toward his
ing the latter part of the last season, pounds. As wool is worth twenty bucket as though he was going to pull
his place being filled by Frank Ch inee, cents per pound, this means that the a knife, but Instead a gun. Bender
who Is very well known In Albuquer sheepmen will realize about $210,000 lampad to one side just as a bullet
que, through his frequent plnylng here from their Mocks this year. Choleo was fired through the tent, quickly
cents per followed by another.
The two bulwith league teams brought out by the wool brings twenty-tw- o
lets passed one on each side of Henterritorial fair. Mr. Selee also is pound.
Mr. rtayless states that the people der.
Going around the tent the
well known here, having been In Albuquerque frequently In connection of Phoenix are still solidly agaln.it Mexican fired two more shots, one
with baseball tournaments during the joint statehood despite the statement of which passed through Just above
fair. Just now the prospect seems that Phoenix would he reroneiled to Wagerman, who was still lying down.
bright for real baseball In New Mex- become the capital of the two terri- He then started away. Bender came
into town and got out a warrant, and
ico during the coming season. There tories for a period of years.
returning to his work took a rille with
will be no lack of encouragement for
To (be PabllC.
him. The Mexican had returned and
Mr. Selee no fax as Albuquerque ll
This Is to notify the public thnt the was hiding in the bush, but was bluffconcerned.
undersigned will not he bold responsi- ed by the rifle and gave himself up.
ble for any Indebtedness contracted by At the trial Wednesday Madina was
FAKE "GOLD CURE" DOCTOR la 8. Graham. The said I.. S. Craham held to the grand jury with his bond
has not now, and has never had any fixed at IS0O.
connection with the firm of Graham
Brothers, of Albuejuofquo,
Por prompt nun courteous treatment
FINDS THORNY PATH
iinii the crv choicest of meats you will
(Signed)
make no mistake by calling on I. mil
WARREN R. GRAHAM,
Klelnwort, IIÜ North Third street, or
II.
GRAHAM,
Ml
IKK
(clcnhonliiir mui order In.
IN TUCSON
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VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
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119

West Gold Ave.

e

carry the most complete line of Men's Shoes in New Mexico.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.
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AND DOESN'T MIND

GHOST

- Hon. Thomas B. Cntron, IK
Santa Fi Is still bétltg Interviewed by
In fact beIHa Kansas City Journal.
ing Interviewed by the Kansas City
BRILLIANT DECORATIVE
Jonrrr.ll Is one c(f Mr. Citron s pet
SCHEME FOR CLUB ROOMS Weaknesses, and U has really become
M.. Cntron Is still
a habit with him.
In
fatuously telling the newspaper
people of New MexThe several commit t. is of the Com- - nuestlon that the
ico an dead against Joint statehood
mere a club In charge of the arrange- and will probably keep on saying so
t
Governor
ments for the reception
until the constitutional convenid n
Hagerman on Thursday night have
lt
the merger project. He may
completed their plans and til" full
are a few people
there
then
tint
program of what promises to be the in both territories In favor of Jointure
chief aoclul event of tin- year In
but It is doubtful.
has bi cri made up and apMr Catron in his latest Interview
be
will
proved. Governor Hagerman
Kansas City
Is thus quoted by the
Hie
kept thoroughly occupied from
paper:
time he reaches Albuquerque Wednesmil Arizona likely will
"New Mcxl
day night until he leaves on the fol- be given Joint statehood by the prH"
lowing: Friday, If present plans are not ..mi ., ,iiirosj but thev won't accent It, '
disturbed .if. then- is n reason to declared T. I). Catron, of Santa ft,
expect that tiny will be.
N M.i former territorial deb gab from
nmtttee named to eacort the New Mexico, at the Baltimore yi ster-doThe
Governor to Albuquerque from Santa
"Neither of those territories
Fe will leave Albuquerque Wednesday wants statehood In that way, and, as
morning on Santa Fe train No. 10, ar- I have said, they will simply rej- ct It
riving In Santa Fe nt noon. They will
"Hut I do believe that In a way the
return with the governor on the early pr.sent and contemplated future acy
dnes-dnV.
evening train, arriving here
tion of con tree win do the territories
evening at 7 :3fl.
I look to see, ;is I have said,
gOOd,
Bnrro-dailAt the station Colonel John
nt arrangement adopted by
prest
the
In charge of the military feature ,.,
amend-'- n
natoaa, with the Fnrnker
of the program, will have the First
nt. Then the nuotlon wnl he
regiment band and his men will lire
hack to the people rW the t T- guns to the ..
I
l
..
l,,f...ll,irli.S
the salute of twenty-on- e
.
m lt.un
ih- uur peupiv
riiorics.
executive.
get together and submit to
simply
will
Governor Hagerman and the com- the tieoide of the two territories three
mittee accompanying him will be w. - proposed constitutions. One of these
comeü by the recaption committee and will be a constitution for the projected
escorted to the Alvarado, where an state. The nther two will be a constiInformal dinner will be served for the tution for ach of the two territories
Following this the reception (if course, we shall do all we can to
party.
committee will meet the governor In ka
ill, luirle state constitute n v t d
the lobby of the hotel and barn his down. We believe that we símil sue
wishes for the following day.
caed, In the place of that each terriAccording to present plans the gov- tory will give Its approval, we bellevt
ernor will be taken for an automobile to the particular constitution prevh us.
ride about Albuquerque by members lv prepared for It. Then, after that I:
at 10
of the reception committee
we shall go down before the tv xt
This ride done
o'clock Thursday morning
aajmlon of congress and show what we
will end with an Inspection of the
done. We will tell them, 'Here
University. Following the ride the re- have
N have (een lit to repudiate your ac
ception committee will take luncheon Hon with regard to us. Hilt instead
with the govi mor In the Alvarado.
proposition of our
lám hni'i. hero
f five
After luncheon a commit)
we hope you will see lit to glvi
own;
consisting of Messrs J. II. Wroth, it vour approval.
Maynard Ounsul. J. II. Coffin and E,
"Vow. the American people of all
W. Dobson will meet the gov nior and things admire pluck and determina
between 2 30 and 3:30 In the after-noo- n Hon. And we people out here hovt
will Introduce him to the busi- Ite tired I' thai after the members of
ness men of Albuquerque In the lobb)
-- r, ss have seen
our display of
of the hotel.
qualities they will accede to our
those
The name committee will dine with requests and do what Is right. It Is
the governor at the hotel ami will lat- an outrage, as I have said many timed
er accompany him 1.. th folium rCtal In fofe, that an efort should he made
club, where the formal reception will toward Jointure of those two terrlt ir
take place, beginning promptly at '.' les. Their interests mi n't common,
o'clock.
Tcrrltorlallsm Is meant In the Arrerl- In the receiving line with Governor
government ns an education look- III
be President Hope ciui
Hagerman
Now. Arizona tvis
In.; to statehood.
well, of the club, mid Mrs. Hopewell b n living under one code of laws and
Mr. C. K Newcomer, Mr and Mrs. N' w Mexico unilei another. New Mcx-- j
Non Ilfeld, Mr. mid Mrs. Wlll.ird S leo looks rather to the east, while the
Striekler, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
penpie of Arizona tend more toward
Mr. and Mrs M. VV Flounmy.
Pacific.
th"
Mr. J C. Baldrldge, Miss Italdrlge.
"Upon many subjects which 1 might
I hi (.ral Ions Will He elaborate
mention to you, the laws of the two
One of the chief features of tic territories are absolutely at variance
plans made by the CoiDMll fBUtl club With these Interests and Institutions
Is the decorative scheme for the club clashing, what can we expect. In the
rooms. This work Is in the hands of BVCnl that the effort Is made to join
the committee q decoration anamu-slc- . til- - two territories? One territory win
of which Mr. B. I.. Washburn Is have to give up Its laws and Instltu-tMr Washburn h is been
chairman.
ns for the other, else some sysb m
out of the city for several days, hut entirely new to both will have to he
muthe
plans
for
mplete
has mad
adopted. Then all of your education
sic, nnd th. committee, recognizing Is thrown nwny. and where Is the ben.1.
I efit of the territorial form of govi rn- the exceptional ability of Mr
Downey of the Elect rlc Light comnt?
pany, have by unanimous consent left mi"Governor Hagerman seems to be
the decoratlag almost entirely In his giving a S'itlsí.ictorv administra! Ion
Mr. Downey has planned an Re appears to be generally
hands
popular
electrical design for use In the recep- with the people (,f the territory.
tion hall, filled out with American
Our country, ns you may know. Is
flags, which promise! t,, he extremely 'enloylng a phenomenal growth. GovaUractlve The plan Is something en- ernor Hagerman told me that In his
tirely new nnd Is sure to be pleasing. pari of the territory, the Pecos valley.
Mr. O'Klclly. chairman of the re- the railroads were bringing In on an
ception committee, has hod his hands nverage of five tralnhmds of people
full for the past f. w days In complet- once every two weeks. Not nil of then'
ing the details ami he, like nil of the become actunl Investors, but 20 per
other committeemen, expresses great cent nt least do, and you ON what
pleasure In the general Interi st being that means."
taken In the reception by every memMr Catron left last night for Chi- ber of the rluh.
Tli-
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SALE--Goin-

Rose Toilet Soap, two varieties; nicely perfumed, and desirable for the finest toilet
service; delicate and pure; the regular
price on these goods is 3 cakes for 35
our price for the week

Royal Lilac, trimsparcnt glycerine soap, 7
ounces each, untliin better for the skin,
cents the cake;
usually sold For
week
our price for the
i

Cradtlock's Medicated Blue Soap; this is the
only soap sold under a positive guarantee
to cure all skin diseases; it is as pure as
die best castile and will not injure the
BlOSt delicate skin; for bathing infants it
has no equal, as it is mild, soothing and
healing in its effect on the baby's delicate
skin; never sold for less than 10 Cettts
the cake; our price during the
5-

week

-

Craddock's White Tar Soap; for dressing
hair, cleaning the whitest skins and curin;;
nnd tiinntles this SOáO is un
excelled; the regular price is 20 cent!
the cake; our price tor this week. .
hlnr-lthenr-

Hes-sehle-

Fre-rnuen-

a.

ld

I

White Rose Soap; delicately perfumed; an
exquisite toilet article, usually sold for
20 cents the cake; our price for the
week

Am tie Soap, the genuine Mexican Amule,
suhl everywhere at Id cents the cake,
C
OUT price for the week

Cosmo Buttermilk Soap; the manufacturers
of this soap say: " The grandest soap it!
the world for the toilet and hath;" USlWlly
cakes for 25 cents, our
sold for
fk
price for this week. er cake

i

Carnation Toilet Soap; this is another delicate toilet preparation that is usually sold
at a high price, but for this week wc
will make the price of

f

Opera Rose Soap; it is not necessary
to say any thin"; about this soap; the qual-itis too well known to need any introdUCtibn; the delicate odor and fine quality ot
the soap recommends it to the most exacting taste; our price for the week, er
cake

(

ot

lc

i

Berfumes, Powders, Cold Creams and
other Toilet 'reparations we are prepared
to care for the wants of all. IW matter
what the requirements may he. We wish
to impress tip m the mind of every one re
quiring anything in this line that the
goOdfl we offer are of the liest quality
and are standard in every particul ir. '1 lit!
prices here quoted arc good for one week
only: alter the night of February 17 we
will sell nothing for less than the regular
price.
1

h

WHY

LIKE

IT

si
ft

A

really good glove is something not easily
found, but we have secured the exclusive
sale of Bradt & Shipman's Union made
Cloves. These gloves are made from the
;lt skins obtainable, tanned especial!)
for this firm, and every pair is guaranteed
to give satisfactory wear or the purchase
money will Ik refunded. Wc do not claim
that cheaper gloves are not made, but wc
do say that quality for quality the Brad.
X- Shipman
glove is the most economical
to buy the first cost may be a little in ire,
hut the wearing qualities and fit more
than offset any cheaper price that may he
offered by other dealers. A few descrip
tiotn and prices may prove interesting:
1

for One Thing Only, anil
Albuquerque Is Learning to
Appieciale lilts.
GAS
OF
SMELL
Nothing can he good for everything.'
lining one thing well brings success.
I loan's
Kidney Fills do one thing
WORKS
only.
They cure lck kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney
Charging the electric light and gas III. It-- -.
, 11. ....... uen 1...l..llrk lit
1.
in
.njuiii'
nravwH.
I
works as at present located with be- . I llt'ir
e n.
ing a public nuisance. Attorney A.
W. C. Wood,
residence 720
Mr
Orilla has instituted a suit against th s, ni h Hrnailwav. savs: "When on n
i
to Fail River. Mass.. i learned
Tucson Gas and Klectrlc company for
Kidncv Fills has been
H.r.no damages. His home is located ihit 1, wn'ii necessity
in
cltv fori
Just across tin- street from the gus householdN'nlur.illv when that
a person has
and electric works In Tucson.
acfriends,
in ii ha themselves and
He states In his petition that ad- ini iliit.no e
o
rel itlves
nnd
ditions hnve recently been made to Insisl that n particular remedy shall
the plant and that six smokestai ks in. ti i,., i v.ni nt last consent. I used
now belch forth smoke, cinders, soot D un's Kidney pills and thev Stopped
and nshes. which find their way onto no t nirirrnv.itcd attack of h i. k.n he.
one of many which have occurred
his property and Into his house and only
In
oast. When I came west
do great damage. He also states that l.i. the
with me n dozen boxes of.
lil
noxious and unwholesome smells come Bonn's Kidney Fills, long before they
and
loud
that
gas
.......
and
works
New
v knnwn In
f.viiiaU-i-u,.
the
from
I have not tile
vibrating noises in the evening and u..vi..,. im .it t,ri.k.nl
hesitation In publicly st.illngj
during the night affect the nérvea or
.e
en
himself and family and also shake 111 i I Know rum ex .cricncc
rvatloii that this remedy can be
his residence nnd Jar loose the plas- nfa
,i ..Int. Iv depended upon 111 all cases1
ter and cause the doors and windows ..r Li,i,,,
iiii causing backache
to shake.
lumbago or other symptoms which I
i., ,ii- In ihe wake of that far too
A New I Jim
..m.,n Innt n niivn P.
Of loose lenf binder nitals his
Price, 60
for sale by nil dealers
ÉÉÉad
ml nod we I an HOW
I....
i,
Co., lluffato.
rents.
make a binder nny style or shape for v ...I., iv. oils fur the I li tell Stales.
loose leaf ledgers, siaiemeni emidi,
Itememher the nam. Iloan's ami
cost books, etc.
no other.
take
ruling
Don't forget we do special
u .1.. nt Vails
and punching too.
In,. Men's Suits, made of
II. H. LfTHGOW a CO..
Great n offer
.
.
w rn
I. p.- n
...... - ,
...t virlrlll.lir, inm,
Willi the Morning .lournal. PXiril llie-l'1- '1
Hinder-- .
tv of stvles and patterns: suits worth
u
t" r.o ami ll'i.oo. all on sale
A TRAIN HOOK COVKH.
Con- - t7r. a suit si Th- - Golden Hule Dry
la tun! what von need. Mr. hook.
16.
W....U Co.. Thursdnv. February
ductor, to nrote, i vour train
t n. m.
v
Made of the best Hussln leather
Belt
v durable.
v
Bttlt
.with cloth.
Fine Ground Corn Is ...nowo.l clwaiwr
V.i., I, if,, nn Irlefl how Ml
(Hiril to
i.
Iimii, lie 'lil
tl.li Huid
11
If Is to have a book that Is not
bran Is no Uleiil .mi fiiil.
and worn on the edges. Made by
CO..
H. V MTIMMIW
hf.com ht.
With the Journal.
Hci iinse ll

I

vi-i-
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Men's Mule Skin, fire proof, wax thread
ewed, reinforced thumb seams, gaunt
let. a solid, honetl glove, ier
$1.25
pair
Reintk'er, wrist length, very soft an. i
pliable, wax thread sewed, reinforced
thumb seams, fire proof tan, patent
fasteners, all sizes, pes pair.

Men'- -

nlv

.1.25

Men's hctsehidc, gauntlet, fire pro .f tanned,
linen thread sewed, reinforced thumb
seams, the don't rip kind; also the same
glove in Wrist length, all sizes,
$1.50
per pair
Men's reindeer, tire proof tanned, reinforced
thumb seams, .soft and pliable, in both
gauntlet and wrist length; something
that is poshveiy the best, pt-$1 75
pair
r

.

Men's genuim buckskin, wrist length, ivory
fasteners, heavy stock, double sewed; one
of the best gloves on the market,
$2.00
per pair
Melt's canvass groves, heavy material, made
to fit any sized hand and to give
good service, our price 3 pairs for. .25
.

fti pricing our stock of Cientlemen's Gloves
only a few numliers have been given; we
carry all grades in dress and wortc gloves,
and can tit any sized hand in either light

or heavyweight, and our prices arc right
every time, as an examination of our
stock will prove.

i

dl.-hle-

-

MEN'S HOSIERY

Foster-Mllbur-

n

.

dog-mrt-- d

i..

We also offer this week a superior line of
Men's Hosiery at reasonable prices; good;
that will give satisfactory wear, absolutely
correct as to style, and of The very best
finish anil quality at the prices asked.

One line in particular we call especial
tention to;

at-

Black with white feet: mercerized cotton,
finest grade, perfect fitting; some-

thing realty

gooxf,

at
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FOR lUONT.
room. new.
For RENT
electric light, bath, furnace heat, no
light housekeeping, no sick people.
I
South Third St.
Folt RENT Furnished 415rooms, all
Nortlt1
conveniences.
modern
Second street.
FOR RENT Three nicely
very desirable rooms, for light
In. mir. at 611 South
housekeeping.
P oudwav,
tf
ill IM.'N,"!' Tun niiiinv front
I
rooms for light housekeeping, 208
f 13
South Edith.
four and live
Knit RENT
room houses. One furnkdied. W. H.
Mi Million, real estate dealer, 211 W.
!üyíiy-Ciiiío- .
fi
FOR RENT Fine saddle horse,
call on J. w. Preatel at Golden Rui"
Dry Goods Co.
f IS
residence,
FOR RENT Five-rooin goo.1 conldtlon, and water. West
Baca, $15.00 per month. Imiuire of
Wootton and Mver. 123 South Third
i

(

street.

1 13

Folt RENT The
house, with

brick
bath and laundry, at 20.
North Fifth st. Maynard Gunsul. tf
room In
FOR RENT Furnished
103 W. Fruit av.
in w modern house.
Foil RENT Five room modern
brick house. 737 S. Edith st. Imiuire
1001 S. Walter st.
f1 4
light
FOR RENT Rooms for
housekeeping.
524 W. Railroad nv.
furnished
Ft i R U ENT Modern
flS
room. 724 8. Second st.
every
room;
RENT
Furnished
Foil
tf.
convenience. 208 N. Arno st.
Foil RENT Rooms for light
524 S. Second st. Í2S
housekeeping.
T.. ...... Int.. ..1
MnTI
II I.' VP
wnnma
I...
1,1,1111.-- ,
''.
V fI
I' U II in
III,.,
the day, week or mouth, also rooms
housekeeping.
light
Mrs.
Eva
for
Flaming. 113 Wet Lead aye.
tf
new
FOR RENT. Two modern
houses. Call 423 West Con
nine-roo-

--
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BROTHERHOOD GLOVES

cn.DS.

.

.'lt

n.

'

DOES'T

i

mer-ehandl-

5l

In

I

8.

f

Fafrbank's Glycerine Tar Soap, 5 ounce
cakes; this is a snip that removes grease,
softens the skin and cures cutaneous
diseases: ncr cake

g

i

I

.

A

s

A

Places on sale a splendid line of Toilet Soaps; soaps that are made by
highest
one of the best factories In the country pure soap and of the
grade. In addition to soap we offer a nice assortment of perfumes,
quality
cold creams, and other toilet preparations which are standard in
and formula. These articles are in constant demand and use in every
family and this week we offer an opportunity for every one to lay in a
sold to
large supply, as no restrictions will be placed on the quantity
purchasers. The following prices will convince:

I

i..

boy about 1C years
Drug store.
WANTKI)
C.irl for general house-f- f
3
work. "03 V. Uoma av.
W A NTHU
A
irlr
for general housework and cooking. anulV mornliiits at !0Ü Hoinu avenue.
ti
j05 Vt2ajrojMjAjnnjv
WANTED :ook at 315 South $4.000 TO LOAN oñ good real estate,
tf at 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218.
Third street
WANTED All kinds of detective
BAK1UIS
121
shadowing.
Box
Address
work and
II HEAD.
PIES AND CAKES DE- m2
Cltv.
any
of the city, wedto
livered
WANTED Pupils In Spanish. Prof. ding enkes ó onrt
specialty: satisfaction
Mnntoya. 220 North High street, ti guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Driver, E. "W. Pec, Bakery, 207 South First street
WANTED
CIS South Second street, hay, grain
LOST AND POI ND.
tf.
and fed.
COST
Smali brown nnd white
WANTED Sewing by experienced spaniel dog. Heturn to M. Nash and
tf
V .ll..r
mo
flM
Vnrlh iiii
wv i
V v
v v rerelve reward.
Small brown pocketbook.
tt withLOST
phone ISO.
Llb-erconsiderable money in bills.
tjf
reward nt Journal office.
WANTED
If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
IjOST Black pony branded T. N.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
tf on left hinduuarter.
Return to
fl4
WANTED A paner can have no North Walter.
Its
to
whom
better friends than those
want ad columns have been of real
STOLEN.
OK
STHAYKD
service.
This paper wants your
STRAYED OR STOLEN One" bay
rU nilithlp on that basis.
old,
15 hands high, 3 years
horse,
gooJ
a
exchange
To
WANTED
to light buggy. $25 reward
$1,800 business for city property. F. hitched
for return to Albers Dairy, Old
L. McSpadden. 300 South llroadway.
tf
WANTED Liarge bran and oal
sacks for cash or In exchange lor
PROFESSIONAL.
stock or poultry feed. Both phones.
AiroBNEYS.
South Second st.tf It V.
E. W. Fee fil
D. BRYAN
Attorney
at Law.
POR SALI
Office In First National bank bulld- away,
Ing.
A
will
sell
biui
ueroiie, NM.
.
Fult of fine land on ditch. lMj
7
acres
PHYSICIANS,
miles north of city. Cheap. Address
tf OK. R. L. MUST
hit. Box 114 city.
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Boom
SALE Saddle pony, also seconEdit
Tuberculosis treated with High
d-hand
W.
harness and saddle.
Electrical
Current and Germl-IcldH. Alc.Milllon. real estate dealer. 211
f 1 2 4 p. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
West Gold avenue.
Trained nurse in attendance.
POR SALE Á very nice small Both in.
'phones.
nony, also almost I
black
Hi.
J.
II.
WROTH
new paddle and bridle, cheap, at 611
Physician and Surgeon.
tf
South 'roadway.
Albuouerque, N. M.
I'lil! SALE Slightly used Majes- tlc range; a bargain, bli South DR. J, E. RRUNSON
UomeoDathic.
f 10
PMIth st.
Physician and Surgeon.
FOB SALIO Motor cycle tandem,
Room 17 Whiting Block.
attachment chain driver. 122 West DR. W. O. SHADRACH
.Gold.
fll
Practice Limited
FOB SALE Horse and buggy in
Eve. Ear. Nose, Throat.
c
cointiiion. impure at (raliam s Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
restaurant.
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
FOB SALE lá.SOoTÓO of stock In " " Q JL'L LS-- a rn,.. L.jOJoJLP-tJRio (.iranile Woolen Mills Co., for
DENTISTS.
$1.500.1)0.
Address X Y S, Mornliu
K It A FT- - Journal.
fit DR. J. E. Dental
Surgeon.
FOR BALE .Modern Inmgaloo; gas Rooms 1 5
and 10 Grant Block, over
and electric lights; barn: trees nnd the
Golden
Rule
Goods company.
Dry
C.
A.
Wright,
lawn. Imiuire
Alvarado
'urio room.
tf Automatic Phone272: Colorado, 164.
lot On Bouth E. J. ALGER, D. D. S.
FOR SALE Fifty-foOfflCeS: Arlmllo block, onnoslte GolBroadway.
Apply 1Í2 N. Second st.
Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
FOR SALE Aeoustii one; to the den
12:30 n. m.: 1:20 to 5 p. m. Auto-matear what spectacles are to the eye.
lenhone 402.
Annolntmenta
Forenoons at kindergarten, Cominer- - made py mall,
clal Club bujldjng. miss PhllbflcR. if DR. L. E. ERVIN
lenttat.
FOR SALE Small stock of
Auto Phone G91.
T. L.
at a bargain.
20
22,
Whiting block, over
Rooms
300 S. Broadway.
and
Lcarnard and Lllldemann.
SALE New and second-hnn- d
A
i
'arrlage
!o.
:il
Pee rs
llouiucniue
CIV IL ENGINEERS.
For SALE A good paving 'hotel J. R. FARWELL
in small town. T. L. McSnadden, 300
Civil Engineer.
South Broad way.
'I'. Ai inito,bulldlng.
Room I1::.
FOB SALE. - Several sets of slngl"
i:
un EC'i's.
and double harness. A bargain If sold F. W.
""'
SI'ENCKR
at olee. Miirnhv & Patterson. 311-V.
O.
WALI.IXOFORD
.1 West
Silver avenue.
tf
POR SALE Furniture, etc. Ware- Rcomi 40 andArchitects.
'.7. Marnett Julldlnv.
house man, 3 Ornnt block.
tf
Both 'Phones.
r
LADIES TAILORING.
Full SALI !. Indian, trading post,
flood locution and a paylnp, business. MA DA M 10 ROSS "of'NFW YORK
T, L. McSpadden, 300 s. Broadway, tí
Dear Ladles 1 am here to spend
unlimited amount of money toopen
FOR SALIC All lots in Coronado an
ll
T, L. McSpadden, 300 South as fine a custom tailoring establishment as you will find west of New
"oadway.
York. Call and place vour orders beeasy
Buy
on
home
a
SALE.
FOR
fore the rush. Satisfaction guaranteed.
payments. I have two snaps. T. L,
Railroad Avenue, over If old's.
McSpadden, ooj. Broadway.
Room 26.
tf
i )R SALE OR
TRADE
Ranches
MI'SICAL.
from $'io to $25,ooo. t. l. McSpad-de- MRS. V. II. MILL- S3(1 O S. Broadway.
tf
Vpcn Instruction.
Voice Building a Specialty.
OR TRADE Two rooui-IiiFoil SALIO T.
L. McSnadden. 300 S.
studio. 412 South Fifth street.
bouses.
a oid way.
Automatic Telephone. 741.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are yoü
rN
I0RS;
Interested In mines. I have some said A.
BOliDIOBS
to be good deals. Talk with me. T.
City Undertaker.
L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
tf
Biaok or white hearse, $5.00. Comh'OR SALIC ! have some good val mercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
ues In resldecce property. See me be- 31 C; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
fore you bUT, T. L. McSpadden, 300 N a w Mcx cp.
tf
South Broadway.
GROCERIES! GROCERIES! GROFOR SALE OB TRADE A good CERIES!
THE FINEST LINE OF
T. L.
RrtlURialreT plano: n bargain.
GROCERIES IN THE CITY AT F. Q.
M Si uidjlen.
tOO g. Broadws y.
211 S. SECOND ST.
CO.'S.
PRATT
house, lot
FOR SALE Seven-roo71x100 feet.
Snap if taken at once.
524 East Coal avenue.
tit
WANTED
old. Walton

The Globe Store

-

Furniture. PInnos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, aa
low as $10.00 and as high as $200.00.
Loans are ouleklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
parts of the world, i
LOAN CO..
THE HOUSEHOLD
Kooms 3 -- lid 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINC.S.
On

desired: own
exuerleiiis and13..salary
Morning Journal. tf
handwriting.
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For the Week Ending, Saturday,

rat-Ide- s

v Ei tsox

fl3

A Klrl for Bjeneral
housework and ooklnsr. Oood wagri.
tf
F. O. Ilox No. 398, City.
I.,
t,..l
lura In lil
u' . TIIi
,
.i
.
. . ..
'1 o
II
i
i
privuie no.irinnic nounr.
leíais
X. Sixth si.
ti
Fhone No. 638.
lady sten- K D Younsr
WANT
machine;
Rive
ranher; Ctulerwood
W A

SOAPS

TALKING

--

irood money-make- r.
ay.
WANTED Youne fresh milch cow.
IS 03 HOUin
Jersey preferred

street.

PAYABLE IX ADVANCE

tFI El) APfitoTISKMENTR

WAXTFD.
L,ady
or
erentlemen
household necessity, ;i
268 South Broad

W'ANTKD
to bp

FINE TOILET

SONG

Event Now Complete.

I

n

SAD

HUGS SINGLE STATEHOOD

Club's Plan lor the Week's

-

THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

II

X

TIE

RECEPTION

u

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS or

SINGING

CATRON

FINAL PROGRAM

. ,
ALB'jyUE-Ky- i

I

L

It is hardly necessary to add that we carry a complete line oi

five-roo-

m

ay ana c.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Fdrii'is'iiiil
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes for Everybody
The Big Globe Sign on West Railroad Avenue will guide you to the
store of reliability and correct styles.

!

furnished
RENT. Nicely
FOR
front room, ground lloor. 814 Kele'her
tf
avenue.
fOR RENT Anartments In Park
View Terrace, eight rooms each, modern equipment throughout. H. H. Til-totf
room 19. Grant Block

t of

T

T

J

t

FLEISCHER

heat Estate and Loans,
Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds. .
212'i South Second Street.
Automatic "Plumo 328.
FOR SALE.
br(ck cottage, bath,
$2,000
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 50x
142; N. Second street.
frame cottage, N. 1st
$1,150
St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
$500 cash, balance on time,
frame dwell$2.600
ing, bath, trees, windmill; S. Edith
street.
frame, new, barn,
$1.300
shade trees, city water, high loca- tlon.
$2,00U
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; 8. Arno street.
frame cottage, bath,
$1,100
electric lights, close in.
houses, close In, In$6,5004 doublemonth;
a good Investcome $80 per
ment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
Some good business propertlea for
sale.
frame cottage,
11,000 New
well built, near shops; easy pay-

ments.

brick, suita$3,300
ble for rooming or boarding house
Highlands.
on
frame, bath, electrto
$2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x148,
Fourth ward.

frame cottage, elegant
residence. West Tijeras ave.
frame, near shops.
ti. 300
frame cottage; new;
$1,200
North Eighth St.; easy terma.
modern
tS.000
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electrto
lights; barn.
$3,:ii)fl
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
frame dwelling with
$2.700
modern conveniences; well built. 8.
Arno st.
$2,300
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and ahrub-ber- y,
$3, GOO

two-stor-

y,

corner lot, 80x142.
do you
frame cottage; trees
suppose Is the most Interesting to thu $1,000
and shrubbery; near ahops.
person who Is eagerly looking for .i Money
to Loan on Good Real Estate
boarding place.
furnished room orpart
at Low Rates of Interest.
of the paper?
Is vour nd In that
What part

this paper

5

Monday.

February

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'.
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MILLIONS III GOLD

!

One of The Few Oooortunities of a Lifetime

HAVE, GOME FROM

COM

hi'

ii

In

HILLS

PERHAPS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR YEARS FOR THIS CHANCE

District Was One of Richest

t

"wirwi Traim

in New Mexico.
PASSING
RECALLS

OF ALBEMARLE

THE DAYS

LBUQUERQUE is growing faster than any other Western city. Two hundred houses now in course of construction. Five Dollars a month
Csl invested in two choice lots in either the Eastern, Perea or Grant additions will result approximately in a saving of $560.00 in two years.
Present priece $100, $150 to $200 $10 down, balance $5 per month. Send for the Man With The White Horse, office

MILL

OF ACTIVITY

The history of all the rich mines in
New Mexico is a history of ups and
downs, of boom days and days of In-

THE SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

nocuous desuetude, of rapidly growing camps, humming machinery and
strenuous activity, of Idleness, rust
1). K. B SEIXERS, AGENT,
and abandonment and decay. Some of
the greatest mines in the territory
which have shipped thousands and
millions, of dollars of rich ores now
He dormant, as It were, awaiting again
the touch of the magic finger of capgrandfather, who was a medicine man
line between Chicago and California. credit of four representatives that th y
ital.
a
and had used the blanket with its
to be bluffed into doing
refused
home."
mourftaln
Ideal
An
to
The dismantling and shipping
At the
odd cross as a praying rug.
on thing which seemed against their conprinted
air
hot
not
is
"That
Arizona of the machinery of the blf
of the old medicine man, who
death
In voting for this
omnibus
sciences
air
mountain
real
envelope,
but
mill of the Albemarle mine in tbl that
had lived to be over eighty years of
said Mr. bill. Those four men were CongressBland district recalls the lively daj s from Mountalnair. N. M.."
age,
it descended to the Indian's fath-e- r
MisMurphy,
of
men
Fulkerson
and
spot
garden
of that camp and adjoining camps, Dunlavy. "and it is the
and
then to him.
of
Oalderhcatl,
and
souri,
and
Heeder
F
if
When asked
when the district was in the height of of the southwest."
One man who offered Mr. Kahn
was the Kansas. They deserve great credit for
place
the
a
It
was
that
fact
Its prosperity.
The Albemarle mine
$125 for It explained to the owner of!
the manner In which they did their
In particular was one of the richest real i;arden of Eden where Adam and
In spite of the tremendous presthe blanket why this kind of an old
duty,
thought
said
he
dwell,
to
he
properties in New Mexico and for two Eve used
The Into
brought
blanket was so valuable.
was
bear
sure
which
fig
no
was
although
there
and a half years made more money it was,
to buy
were
they
dians,
able
before
against
them."
time.
at this
than Its owners knew what to do or apple trees theievery
dyes and before they had any wool
President Murphy said that Arizona
enthusiastic
is
Dunlavy
Mr.
big
with. For all of that time the
of their own, used the soldier's clothes
was forging ahead in a materia way.
mill crushed about two hundred an t over New Mexico, and particularly
Those soldier.)
for making blankets.
"We are progressing far beyond what
town-sit- e
in
the
Included
it
part
of
that
fifty tons of ore a month. Every thirof their
they
expect.
robbed
they
killed
might
people
that
most
Railroad
anand
He
Mountainair.
of
PRICELESS REL'C NOW ON
ty days approximately fifty ihousaml
living
of
the
clothes,
clothes
developing
the
and
properties
are
mining
and
the
purchased
dollars in gold found its way from t life other gentlemiMi have present selling repidly and people are Hocking to our
bartered
from
them.
were
ones
often
IN TRINIDAD
EXHIBITION
Albemarle mill to the markets. Thu townsite and are at
The blue shirts were ravelled out,
country every day."
during its palmy days the A be ma rio town lots and booming the place and
Murphy,
Accompanying
and re WOVen, the red parts of th
President
air.
Incidentally
the
mine produced nearly a million and
nil traveling in his private car. wen
blanket! being the red flannel under- he
or
least
at
thinks,
Dunlavy
Mr.
u half dollars worth of the precloui
A Trinidad man Is the proud owner wear of the soldiers and the gob! the
y.
says so, that Mountainair will soon H. M. Robinson and Robert Bentl.
metals.
Inone of the most beautiful and in- - gold trimmings of the cavalrymen'.!
Youngstown.
Ohio,
largely
of
of
both
towns
Important
The Crown Point also in the Oochl-I- I be one of the most
In
manufacturing
mining
terested
and
Navajo blankets in the south uniforms.
terestlng
great
district, Is said to have a record of in the territory and predicts a
properties of the territory. They lift west.
blanket is a hundred,
The
place.
the
for
future
to
ores shipped and milled from 1894
west over the Rock Island at perhaps tWO hundred years old, and
Mr. Dunlavy and his brother, F. E. for the
903 of nearly forty thousand dollar.';.
M'CORD OF ARIZONA WANTS
way
by
night,
going
11
of
o'clock
last
is one of the most curious relies which
wher"
This ore was handled by the Rio Dunlavy, have been to Denver,
El Payo, Texas.
of
possession
and
the
reside,
Into
ever
come
has
of
family
the
latter
C.rande smelting works, the El Paso the
a white man.
smelting works, the Pueblo Ore Co., are on their way to New Mexico, they
TO GET INTO UNION
F. E.
The blanket, which Is In crimson
tomorrow.
to
depart
expecting
muy
Co.,
Refining
Smelting
and
the Pueblo
widow
bought
gold,
was
soon
from
in
as
and
Denver
and
blue
will
reside
Dunlavy
Hellothe Philadelphia Smelting and
on Indian whose grandfather wore It
ing Co., the Cochltl Milling Co., the as he can close up his business affairs
RIGHT AWAY
and who made it from wool titkoit
Preston is too nine')
FOR CAPTURE RESULTING
Hland Milling Co.. an the Cochltl Re- In the territory.
solany
(pom
of
American
in
living
uniforms
of
the
to
think
interested
duetlon and Improvement Co.
owner
diets slaughtered In the Indian fights
The Iron King mine in the sanie other place. He Is not only an
( Washington
Star.)
of the early days in the southwest. A
he
but
townsito
Mountainair
of
the
shipped
about
district has In its time
DEATH
Myron ft McOord, of
says
concerning
the
paper
general
store
Trinidad
most
extensive
the
in-has
1
mine,
$25,000; the Washington
many
.
curiosity:
Aft to lUt, who raised a regiment ot men
volved In litigation for many year- - in town and Is connected with
particular piece of woolen from Arbona, Net Mexico and OklaTh
He will be much
Tf parties In Colfax county,
pust, has produced $75,000; and the other enterprises.
to is on display Just
there politically,
will waive whatever claims cloth referred
homa daring the Spanish-America- n
I.one Star $60,000. The latter during-- in evidence down
t
wipdow, hut It Is the (VAT, resigning as governor to ConTOI in
they may have to the reward offered now in ticrardl's
one year of its activity milled or when the territory is admitted
11.
is
known
Kahn and
regiment, was at
White II une.
steadily at the Uland Milling Co.'s the union.
for the capture of David Arguello, the property of J.
years old. Mr. the Is one prominent the
I Itttb
man of the terrl-tor- v
amount will be paid to Mrs. Franciseo to be over OM hundredit,
lie
plant, shipping $3,000 every
hut keeps It
(jarcia,
who favors the passage of th
of the deputy sheriff Kahn will not s.ll
regularly. The owners of the Eon
STILL who was widow
IS
MURPHY
lie Statehood bill
just as it went through
killed by Arguello In trying an one of his taren treasurers.
Star claim to have 200,000 tons of on; POOR
twenty-liv- e
over
for
it
himself
owned
has
to serve a warrant Upon the murderer
the bouse. Mis rea mis for difteria rj
blocked out estimated at $10 n ton.
has
years,
that
time
during
and
many other Arizona people In
The amount Is about J.'lon. If the parThere are many other prospects Hot
offer! ranging from $'iil fromrespect were
SALT TEARS
WEEPING
given: "I h ive been
ti s refuse to waive claim, the reward had numherles
this
developed which would doubtless bi
remoney will not be paid at all. The to $150 for it, bUl ne has always
in favor of single statehood, even as
come paying proposition.
blanket has a f:ir hapfc as when I was a reareseiila- whl a
commissioners are not bound under fused to veil It. The
From the above figures.
and live of congress from Wisconsin, but
OVER THE "OUTRAGE"
reporter sethe clrcumst inccs, to pay It. but feel big crOM of red In tin; Iscenter
the Morning Journal
woven.
it a curloua story
around
a
a
to
I am sl.-di
a
he
ago
would
It
served
tribute
of living In a territory and
from
days
that
few
a
cured
years ago, when have
About twenty-liv- e
the family of the Officer, says the Trinsatisfied that Arizona
become
operator In the Eland district, It
Falls,
in
Wichita
Mr. Kahn was living
(Kansas City Journal.)
not he admitted as a single state
idad Advertiser.
will
will be seen that close to two million
David Arguello shot and killed Mis. Texas, the district judge of that counfor many years, probably not during
"I bMieve that the territory f Arihas been taken out of the mountain:
ty wanted him to go to Colorado and
of the .Cochetl country. How many zona has been outraged and that the Celia Dussart at Bowen for a trifling purchase some blankets from tin? In- my lifetime. The territories of Arizona
Mexico will BShke a goo,
more millions lie there unsrratchod, president of the United St 'tes and cause. With Lou is Apo.'ac.i, another dians, as Mr. Kahn was known to and Ne
d
murderer, who shot his
late. There are 4 00,000 people In th.'
waiting the advent of more capital, no Speaker Cannon have aided In th"
of
of
a
good
the
value
Idea
through a window at have
two, as- good as people will average in
one can say. Hut many per?ons con- crime," declared F. M. Murphy, of sweetheart
blankets. The Judge any state, nf course, there are others
Navajo rugs
templating the Inactivity in various Phoenix, A. T, president of the Santa Trinchi rn, and w ho was killed only ( ffered to payand
exthe expenses of the
Railroad a short time ago by Deputy Sheriffs
who are not quits so good, but those
fields like that of the Cochltl forg ! Fe, Prcscott and Phoenix
mlatlng Peoinon, so air. lunn came nono ano are not worse than you will find In
that the properties have already pro- company, at the Hotel Baltimore. Archuleta and TruJIllooutwhile
" Durangn. near the
In the hills went
many cities. The good citizens of tlv
duced millions of dollars In ore. Th" "Further than that," continued Mr. arrest. Armella hid
There he met a man. William two combined ought to he able to con- ago
A
powDaVti
Sheriff
an,ve"h.
few
months
Is
the
Murphy,
quiescent
believe
don't
"I
that
mining
district
a
fact that
hename,
nf.'erward
who
by
Wolfe
trol the affairs of the n"w state, and
does not signify. In New Mexico, that er of the president allied with that of Francisco Oarcla a special commission
came his partner in business here. He It
Arguell
MI
o me one of the best we.it:
i
Its days are over, as many of the big- Mr. Beverldgc in the senate Is going for the purpose of hunting
man he wanted some good
gest fortunes In this territory have to be stronge enough there to cnei m- - Oarcla found the man on Johns an told theblankets and was shown an f the Missouri In n few years. The
Indian
."
railroad companies, the mining
been made out of mines which lay pass the defeat of that territory. I Mesa, where he ral working with
recently, harvesting crew. He tried to arrest old Indian who had just come In
all the federal officeholders,
long Idle after other generations had have been to Washington
a
few
who
had
reservation
the
from
a'l the territorial officials are opposed
worked them to the best of their The feeling there as regards the New Arguello and the murderer shot him
too
w'hleh
of
he wanted
by blankets, one
to Joint statehood for obvious reasons.
means and ability. The famous Old Mexico and Arlrona move Is that it Is dead. Eater Arguello was captured
and really out-- 1 some other men and Is now In the much money for to make a trade with
The railroad companies atol miniar
Abe mine at White OakB is another entirely
any of the Ilurango people. The In- companies fear that they must pav
PTiimnle of a New Mexico mine thit rageous. Why should congress try t county jail at Eaton awaiting trial,
At the time of th" Dussart murder dian was wearing the blanket wrapped more taxes under state government.
cram down the throats of the people
has produced millions and undoubtedaround bis shoulders, a dirty dingy The federal and territorial official!
county commissioners of Law
th(
y
the
something
want?
of
don't
Arizona
for
futur
millions
potentlul
ly holds
He asked a big price fear they will lose their Jobs."
county
offered a reward of $3nii looking rag.
Imas
this?
behind
he
can
motive
the
capitalists.
blanket
and WSJ laughed at.
this
for
apprehension.
reward
This
In
argument
any
for
his
Isn't
surely
reallv,
There
not
New Mexico people do
partially recoghowever,
Mr.
Kahn.
was
I
In
was
effect
when
Oarcla
still
am
proposition.
such
a
of
favor
the extent of the mineral riches of the
of
nized
blanket and afthe
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"On the other hand, everyone he- - yielded whatever claim he might have possess it so much that he was willactivity In Arizona's mineralized
Auto. Phone 10
It.
pay
ing
fancy
price
for
to
asked
the
upon the man to the authorUlee of
All the Arizona mines have had lleves that It Is high timo OklahomablanThe Indian told him that the
Cerner Second Street and Copper Avs
Territory should be ad- Colfax county and Arguello Is to be
the same history as those of New and Indian
great
his
for
made
been
had
killing.
ket
to
Oarcla
the
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He
for
tried
Albuoueroue. New Mexico.
the
to
said
statehood.
milted
Mexico, and every one has passed
through the stages of inactivity and
spasmodic development, which aiwayi
precede steady operation. . There l
every reason to believe th.it New Mexico mines will In the near future even
overshadow those of her sister territory. Her mineral riches have hardly
been touched. Present prospects are
better than they ever were before an
there are more busy producing mines
In New Mexico than at any previous
timo. The coming of statehood In any
form will give a big Impetus to US
entrance of eastern money and greatly
Increase the confidence of eastern
C8L
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Coalition of Mirth,
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Vivacity and Gaiety

General Colonisation Agent
. t. .v s. r. it) .
Chicago
Hallway Exchange,

get reward
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Richards

If they knew more about your
neighborhood.
Send us a '1st of their nanu s
and addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not Work together
in this matter. It only costs yon
a postal card. Address,
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Seals on sale at Matson's Hook Store
Mondnj . February 12.
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Coal,

ghd '.umber Cars, Pulleys, Orat
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Hulld-Ing- s,
Hepalrs on Mining anl
Mllllu- - Machinery In Our Specialty
FOUNDRT

Bast Bide Railroad

Track. Albuoiirrqtic
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Ohio.

THE COLD WINDS

Agent for Albuquerque

Toti &Gradi

Won't
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fare
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muí use our ALMOND, BEN-.o- i
AM) WITCH
HAZEL
t'HEAM, only 25c- a bottle.
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Dealers In
HAY.
PROVISIONS.
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(IIAIN M) I I I'.li.
il Wines. Liquors
line Une ot i ni
11ml ClKar, I'Jaec Your Orders
J'or This l.ine Willi t's.
NOKI'll THIRD STREET
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WHOLESALE
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SJVEI MOWS T8 FAIL.

AT NOON

JVebv

Santa

is at the junction of the main lines of the

I

&

Co

Props, Alvarado Pharmacy
First St. and Oold Ave.

Us

LAS VEÜ

Briggs

s

Mexico

Fe 'Railtocy
Santa Fe system

leading east and west

from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

The Helen UoWn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

(Trinidad Chronicle-News- .)
"Have you got any mountain air In
your pocket?" asked a friend of Preston Dunlavy, whom he met on the
street.
"You bet I have," replied Mr. Dunlavy as he pulled an envelope from
his pocket, bearing the inscription,
On the
"The Abo Land Company.
back of the envelope was printed In
blue Ink this story of Mountainair,
The new city of homes,
New Mexico.
of unexcelled business opportunities,
No
and unrivalled health resorts.
Elevasaloons nor atentdant evils.
Pure air, (rood water,
tion, 6.R47.
natural scenery, pine and cedar timber, and the point from which is
reached the old ruins of La Oran
Quivlra La Quara and Mansano.
Cheap fuel, free water on the town
At tho
site tor domestic purposes.
base of the Manzano mountains with
their undeveloped mineral resources.
On the line of the Atchison, Topeka
tho through
and Santa Fe cut-of- t.

street, and avenues, RIGHT In the business
LOTS, (slie Jtxltl feet) fronting upon 80 end
ARB THE OWN1ÍWS OF THE HELEN TOWNSITE. Consisting of ONE THOJSAND DD8INESS AND RESIDENCE
grounds and yard limit 800 feet wide and
ta
depot
now
company
grading
is
extensive
Hallway
Fe
Topeka
Santa
and
Hallway
Atchison,
Depot
Orounds. The
center of the NKW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fo
es. Water Tanks. Machino Shops, Etc
Cos!
HOUSE.
EAT1NO
Hound
House.
Chf
HAItviCY
depots,
NliVV
FKEK1HT
Its
and
PASSUNOUK
to
accomodate
oí
truck,
sido
seventy
miles
a mile long, (capacity oí
70-fo- ot

sfc

THE CITY OF VELEJI,

sJs

dally: winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for Hour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
Has a population or 1600. and several large Mercantile Dousos. The Belen Patent Holler Mills, capacity 150 barrels
In
points
West,
to
the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Kast
and
all
From its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South,
In New Mexico
Helen has a $16.000 public xhool bouse.
(i
Coast. The water I. good sod cllmats unsurpassed.
Pacific
City,
and
the
.lve.ton
through
td
Chicago,
pass
Kansas
Helen
will
freight
trains
All fast limited, mall, express and
shop. etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
store,
drug
harness
mill,
tullorlng establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing
twv churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery,
per
annum.
per
Title perfect and warranty deeds
cent
year
sight
at
mortgage
ene
with
Interest
for
may
remain on note and
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY. One third of purchase money cash:
to
person
or
write
In
cr.ll
of
lots
prices
particulars
and
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further
two-thir-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHi

HECK.EH,

Tresident

WM. M. 'BEHGE'R,

Secretary

Men? Eic.nT.
--

Geo. W. Hickox

T. Y. Mavnnrd
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Company
6e Hickox Maynard
Leading Jewelers

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

New Mexico's

FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

y- -

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

Have Removed to the New

Our Watch Repairing and Optical Ii'..irtmcnt.i arc In charge
of men of highest qualifications. Special attention tu orders
by mail and satisfaction guaranteed.

South Second Street

The Arch Front
10CLITEHSBF

The "Universal:'
IHEBEST HG CLUEDISCOVERED

TIIK WKATHER.
Portvant.
Washington. Feb 11. New M xl n
and Arizona Rain in south; rain or
snow In rnrth portion Tuesday.

Paul

10 PARENTS

Block, of New York rtty. Is In

Friday night. It has been earned,
however, that an attempt to get rid of
the child was made on the preceding
night by having it In the rear of a
business house on South First strict.
According to the proprietor of a restaurant next door, some child which
was undoubtedly the same foundling
was abandoned In the rear Of the
building and was afterward
taken
RWay When it was discovered that no
one would take charge of the Infant.
As far as discovered there are no
marks on the clothing of the baby boy
which might throw any light on his
parentage
Mrs. I'lno Is taking care
of the Infknt until such time as the
mother may be located.

Pi

OoaVPM

F.

CAKE PLATES
BREAD & BUTTER
PLATES

Kodak Finishing and Bicycle

mini

"a- - BaanethtBf

the cmi Treat.
Oambty, fit
The Colorada Kin-- l and Iron comIn
suit
pany Is the defendant
bronchi Saturday in Denver In the
United statev cin uit court by John w
Brock, trustee of the Hsnovsr-BeesI Pennsylvania
mer Iron assoclatl
:',."
Brock seeks the recovery of
which lie alleges to be due the Pennsylvania corporation for royalties OH
mines situated In the Hanover and
Central City districts of New M. xlcn
and leased to the defendant company
e-

In 1199.

IN

ED TO II ING
IMPLICATES ACCOMPLICE

DEM

V

Ufan

BRIGHT OAT

ti

ren,,to, iv

AlUnann.

502 S. FIRST ST

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

MEAT MARKET

MEXICO

NEW

Fresh

RIO PUERCO HAY

West

211

VEGA II AY

Every hind of feed and sunpllci for
your slock and poult i
v

Clarkvf lie Produce

&

Sa t Meats

Gold Arenne, Albuquerque
GAME IN SEASON,

CO

W. L. THIMBLE

Go

PEED AND TRANSFER
,. , gTABLES.

Turnouts at ReasonFirst
able Kates.
Old Phone
New Phone 133.
Class

LIVERY. FEED

IS

WOOD

FI'LLY

DEMON'-BTRATB-

THE
PRICKS AT WHICH
CAN BUT THE
Y
BEST THINGS TO
BAT AT THE

$2 25

Big Load

and $2.75

Phones: 410

Black 280

Albuquerque

Cash

Grocery Company
The HIk North End Store
IB W. Marble Av.
Phones: Colo. P.Ik 270. Auto. 023

Whitney Company

Jot It Doten
On your

memory that

are THE PEOPLE

Wholesale Distributers for Nev Mexico and Arizona

WE

to

s I

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

when you NEED a Plumber.
ii
aSBaanflaaV

I

;
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anil

Banna.

you do, you

will SAVE

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

MONMY for your wisdom.

J.

W.Stlxter Ax)e.

113

L. Bell Co.

The Vrotnot Vlumber.

HATS
KNOX
a.t
For

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

DIAMONDS
Our prieel arc HKillT.
When bhught right are a good Investment.
Wo Invito ynu to call and examine the heiuitlful diamond (foods we are
Also Watches. Jewelry, Silv. rvvare, etc. Mull ordi ra receive
nfferlri
prompt attention.

CVPDPTT
I IX .
lie
WZ

.

1

THE LEADING JEWELER
Re.

i

I

road Avenue

Jill in

M

Pi

ll,l)lt.S

WOKK IN NEW III
Is our Strong point, for we never fall
to give the owners the benefit of every
new ami Important
Improvement
K.inltary plumbfiiK.
Jow appllanciK
are constantly beinK Intro, Inn il, und
ate always included in our estimules.
If after a thorouKh trial Ihey stuntl Hi"
(.'ivi
test of utility and good service,
us a chance to prove what we can t?Oi
and you will receive the bast of w, rk
lit lowest prices.
U

HTANDAIID PLUMBING
UKAaQNO
tMPANV.

M

Til

5S"1
l
""Bel1.
West Kail road Ave., AlbuquerCjiii

Auto.
41 1

1906

Albuquerque, New Mexico

i

TJione-T-

Albuquerque, new Mexico
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Noith First Street

401-40- 3

FIRST SPRING DISPLAY

KOOF1NO.

-

South First Street

1

Sash, Doors, Glass, Cement

First Slreel H Marquette Avenue,

7
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LUMBER.
AND HEX PUNTUOTE

115-11-

,

nt

.

201 211

$5.75 ton

c,,h

,

I

MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearse

HV

COKE

The Sale of HaibV
Don't fall to attend the Ureal Bargain Sale of Sails, a great Clearance
Hale ,,f ,ii Winter floods, together 122
with a Grand oprnlnii Bals of New
all at mices never beSprinR
Ruts
A1 The Oolden
fore offered.
Hrv floods Co.. Thtirsdav. rehruarv
.
,
IS. at 9 a. in.
SalN.
f
The Salo
Bargain!
Reliable Rcadv-to-Weto be found here during this ureal e
Skirls,
Women's
Sale.
Bargain
T:ill,,r.-iSuits. Sweaters.
a.i.i,
all at
petticoats,
pine Coats and silk
prices that will both please and sur
ni The Oolden Bule Dry
mise v,
15,
is Co.. Thursday, February

l4,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

"THE WORLD'S BEST'

$0 00 n
Cerrillos
Ameriosn BloclcGaUup. .$9.90 a ton

Pacific
which left here last night was wrecked today near Odessa and twenty people were Injured, none seriously. The
thers left th"
hair car and tu
broken rail.
tr n k at

i

SNS II

V

passenger,

According to the bill of complaint,
the terms of the lease provided that
BINDERS FOR I A ERYBODY.
besides the royalty to be paid to the
Made In everv shape and style. To'
hold ledir-- i. order blanks, duollcatj
plaintiff for all ores mined on tin stat-mesheets and all matter used
l.ased premises, for the fifth year of Irl loose leaf form.
We do all the
Iron
and
Call us up1
or Ii In our own shop.
the lease the Colorado Fuel
vv,
von.
vvlll
show
ton
ind
per
company was to ny It cents
W
o
II. S I I
and for tfca sixth year 10 cents per SoOkMnsJcffe, TIK.ov
Willi the .lonrnal
ton on 150.M tons tvhether ore was
W Not VFEMENT.
oi l
mined or not. The complaint alleges
l
illv invit' d to call at
in' iiidiHIT
that when the fifth year expired, Oe III,Vo
S4IIIIII SlCOIIll
III 'IIIKMM'k.
"inpany
11,
defendant
t,,i, r
the
tiiilhlinii. where I w ill
Ill Hie It'll ii
muí llllllaiil
du
111.000,
a
Pool
ore ii
MkIi
only paid SI a.r.fni "f the
week,
I'.xtenillni! a cor- or rsnis
In sannsltles and at the inpirall-- n
.....
o.i xt.i.T. ......i., dial luvlt.illou I toam all.yours.
lili Hixin year,
M. (.1 HHAKOFF.
paid only $13,500 of th' lS,O0t dll

O.W.STRONG'S

The Birdsell Wagon

IN WRECK
ON TEH 18 AND PACIFIC
Bl Pa o. Texas. Pel). 11. The T'.-an-

.

SALE

Our new 7 B -- foot addition Rlves. us the
best eiiulpnicnt ill the city for board-p- g
your private ri k- Talk with me
about It Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
T, X. FORI). Prop..
Auto. Phone AIM.
IP: John St

FIRST STREET

TWENTY INJURED

i ,

&

STABLES

The Power of Cash

COAL

ar

Hi;hl&id Livery

The

BOTH PHONES

W.H.Hahn&CO

eastbound

To taste Coffee made in the "Universal" and know for the first time what
Perfect Coffee is like is worth living
for. Any one can make Perfect Coffee
in the "UNIVERSAL"

COAL

LIVERY.

made a con

Made cf Purr Aluminum anil in Two SlyW,
Empire and Colonial. In 4 tizei, 4 to 4 cupa.

Andrea Homero, Prop.

BRIGHT ALFALFA HAY

In

Roulu.

AND

Y

H

BRIGHT KANSAS HAY

which he declared
thai George Small, one Of the suspects
In Mill
now In bill, was his accomplice
the i rime; that Small murdered Ml
Alllnson and th it he (Johnson)
robbed tin bouse. He Mid that both
incrimíwould
agreed thai neither
nate the other In the event of the capture of cither one. l ater In the day
Johnson rep, Ited bis statement to hi"
counsel. The latter Is endeavoring b
secure S reprieve for Johnson so that
may be used SgSinsI
his testimony
Small.
Johnson was tried, convicted and
sentenced to be banned on last Thurs
day, the date of his execution helm;
set for Friday. February 23.
fession

the P. & B.
the Finest American Cut
GIiisk. Many beautiful articles at very reasonable prices
We are ngents for

kind Stove.
Uniform in

Re-

Hay There!

While Moved h RcIlglOUS l'cltemctlt
Johnaon Tells f the crime.
MOUnl Holly. N. V.. 1'VIi. 11. While
laboring under religious excitement
foiowln;: an BippMl by F. T. Webster.
Philadelphia
residing elder Of th
Methodist Episcopal church, Rttfua
Johnson, the ennf 'sseil murderer of

CUT GLASS

any
Ur on
of

WOOD

BOTH PHONES

ii2 SOUTH

Seclioo.1

pecia.lly.

pairing a

Hhot.

Mrs liarle before her marriage was
Nora Wiggins of El Paao, and at that
time it was declared that she was one
Of the most beautiful women In the
United states. Dr. Haría al the time
of the marriage in 1 899 was one of the
most promising physician: In Kl Paao.
Mrs. liarle Is prominent in the high
Society circles of Ki. swell, and moved
here with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Wiggins.

CREAMS
DISHES
BERRY SETS
FLOWER VASES
FANCY PLATES
TEA POTS
CELERY TRAYS
OLIVE DISHES

JOHNS. BEAVEN

Kodaks, Sporting Goods
Typewriters and
Bicycles

CHOICE

CHAFFING DISnES
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS
COFFEE POTS
CRUMB TRAYS
NUT CRACKS & PICKS
SUGARS & CREAMS
SYRUP PITCHERS
TEASPOONS
TABLE. SPOONS
KNIVES & FORKS

OATMEAL

In ur new locador.
205 W. Railroad Av.

CHOICE

Ojick.

PLATED WARE

SUGARS
CUPS & SAUCERS

e

J. HOUSTON

'M

I

Three
Faithful
Nim Wants liorcc.
AfA dispatch from Itoswcll says:
ter in ing loyal to her condemned husband for three years Mrs. Charles S.
Harle has made application for a decree of divorce here. Her husband,
Dr. liarle, has In en In Jill in Chihuahua. Mexico, for three years and hablen sentenced to he shot, together
with Mason and Richardson, two life
insurance agents.
The three men murdered two Amer- Icana In .Mexico to secure Ufa losar
Dr. liarle was the examanee money
ining physician. The crime was committed over three years ago. l.ie
court of Mexico recently refused to Interfere and the men will be

I.

nieibiiiiiii

I I

yean

(

OMPANY FOR
ON NEW MEXICO

eeeeae-freaee..-

FROM HER
IMPRISONED HUSBAND

K

I

Itoswcll Woman

County Commissioner Alfred firuns-fel- d
returned yesterday morning on
the California Limited from a visit of
several weeks In the east. Mr. (Iruns- feid is chairman of the commission
has lused a posand his alisen
tponement of the regular inciting of
th? board f,,r February, which will
probably be held some tun- - during the
week. ConsM. r ible Important buslnes.i
will come before tin meeting.
The (tare of lights In Colombo hall
vesti r iv v, i.nis gave that building
the appearance of being on fire and
firemen In Ihe lira station nearby, seeI blaze, gave the alarm
ing the hui'I
and strung a line of hose In preparaA contion for lighting the flames.
siderable protest against being deluged
went up from members of the C. Colombo Benevolent society, who were
In session in the hall. The water was
not turned on.
Cnptaln B. Ruppe, of Company O,
N. If, N.
.. is Jubilant these days over
the lively Interest being taken in tttt
work of the company by the men.
Twenty men were nut for target prac-th- e
yesterday afternoon In spite of
the cold and threatened rain, Captain
Ruppe says the attendance at the regular weekly drill Is better Just now
than for a long time past and lie hat
hope that the company will be up to
its full strength In a short time.

y
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Kl

Ilith-ertngto-

i

ALBER T FABER.

SALAD BOWLS
C1IOCOCLATE SKTS

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

''is-setnen-

I I

OF

So far the local police have been
able to find no clue to the Identity of
the parents of the child that was mys
terlously left on the doorstep of the
Pino home on West Cold avenue last

terday.
H. Neumann, of Hu am. is IB the city
in connection with a suit in the district court.
J. P. Ooodlander, a traveling salesman for a St. Lotlll drug hOUM, calling on his many Albuquerque patrons today,
Mrs. Dan i'assement and Oral
of Palncsvlllc. Ohio, are stopping in Albuquerque Ml a western
pleasure trip.
h. .i Wood and wife of Boston,
Mass. arrived In Albuquerque yester
day for a short stay on their was
across continent.
Captain It. M. Splvey. of Topeka.
Inspector of the Harvey eating houses,
returned to the Alvarado last night
from n short trip to (iallup.
Rabbi Kaplan's class In ethics will
meet this evening at 7:oO it tin residence of Mrs. Blho, corner Btghth
street and llallroad avenue.
Colonel II. A. Jastro leaves today
Cal., after
for his home In Bakerstl-l- d
a visit with his daughter. Mrs. M. f
Chadiiouriie, in Albuquerque,
Hodges, genera! purchasing
W
agent for the Sinta Ke system, as in
Atbgquerqua far an hour last night nn
his way to California .Mr. Hodges H
traveling In the due, tors' car of the
Santa Ke.
W. Bmory Davis, of Belen,
ln arrived Saturday night In company with
Louis Becker to see the performance
of "The Strength Of the Weak." slaved
ove r y sti nlay and I' It last night for
town.
the cut-of- f
M
C. iiighiiarg.iin of Hoqui&m,
Washington. Is in the city to visit his
brother. Policeman tleorge lllglibar-galn- .
He expects to reinalu hen for
OOM time, this being his llrst visit t"
Albuqui rqus for eight years
A musical program of unusual
in e formed part of the morning
Hervh e In the Baptist church yesterday. It was directed by Mrs. Etoag
Kutrelle Oldeon, and the soloists rere
Mrs. Hills, Mr. Beine and Mr.

I

free from the
bitter taste caused by boiling and
retaining all the delicious aromatic
fragrance of the Coffee Bean a healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs are used.

FINE CHINA

F

Miss Anita Murray, of San Francisco, was a visitor at the Alvarado yes-

ROI m

Coffee Percolator
Makes Perfect Coffee

Albuquerque.
H. Goldman, of Naco, A rlio na, ii a
visitor here today.
lr. and Mrs. Peter M. Hitc hcock, of
Cleveland, Ohio, are guests at the

M ES

Staab Building

$3.00, $3.50 and $5.00
Now on display and sale in our windows and in the
store. Showing the very newest in shapes and all
the latest popular shades, including the new 1906
$3.50 to $5.00
Knox derby at

SIMOJV STEHJSl,

&)e

.

H. A-O-

e.

Clothier

